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ABSTRACT
Detailed mapping of the layered deposits in the Valles Marineris, Mars from high-
resolution Viking orbiter images revealed that they form plateaus of rhythmically layered
material whose bases are in the lowest elevations of the canyon floors, and whose tops are
within a few hundred meters in elevation of the surrounding plateau. The total volume
of the layered deposits in Coprates Quadrangle NW is _ 1.28 x 10s km s. The average
thickness of individual layers, as measured in two locations in Candor Chasma, ranges
between 75m and 260 m. The greatest lateral extent of one traceable layer is 50 km in
Melas Chasma.
A deep "moat s most commonly separates the plateaus of layered deposits from
the canyon walls. There are a few locations in Ophir and Candor chasmata where
layered deposits lap directly against the canyon walls. From these and other stratigraphic
relationships, it was determined that the layered deposits formed during roughly the same
time period as the enlargement of the canyons to their present configuration. Failure
of the canyon walls, which produced large landslide deposits at the base of the scarps,
occurred after the layered deposits formed and eroded to their present geometry. Valleys
that separate plateaus of layered deposits, such as in Candor Chamsa, may be a result
of fluvial processes.
Four hypotheses for the origin of the layered deposits were considered: (1) that
they are eolian deposits, (2) that they are remnants of the same material as the canyon
walls, (3) that they are explosive volcanic deposits, or (4) that they were deposited in
standing bodies of water. There are serious morphologic objections to each of the first
three. The deposition of the layered deposits in standing bodies of water best explains
their lateral continuity, horizontality, great thickness, rhythmic nature, and stratigraphic
relationships with other units within the canyons.
Our understanding of martian climatic history indicates that any ancient lakes on
283
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Mars would have been ice-covered. Three mechanisms to deposit sediment in an ice-
covered lake were considered. Material can be transported down through the ice, in
from the sides, or up from the bottom. All three methods appear to be theoretically
viable, but all have some limitations.
The study of sedimentation in ice-covered lakes on Earth could help to elucidate
processes that may have occurred on Mars. Ice-covered lakes in Antarctica were chosen
as possible analogs to ancient lakes on Mars. Textural and mineralogical similarity of
sediment at the bottom of Lake Hoare with sediment in the overlying ice indicates that
sediment at the lake bottom was derived from sediment in the ice cover. Although
it is not yet clearly understood how sediment migrates through the ice cover in Lake
Hoare, this result gives impetus for further investigation of processes that could have
transported sediment through the ice on martian lakes.
Two methods for transporting sediment through a cover of ice on a martian lake
appear to be theoretically feasible. A system where sediment is superposed on ice will
become unstable and founder when the mass of the sediment is greater than the mass
of the ice. The result would be to effectively dump sediment into the liquid-water part
of the system. Calculations show that a sedimentation rate between 0.4 and 1.5 mm/yr
is needed to create an unstable situation to repeatedly dump layers of the thickness
observed. The other method considered for transporting sediment through an ice cover
was a Rayleigh-Taylor instability. A layer of sediment deposited on the ice could create
an unstable situation where the relatively denser sediment would sink around diapirs of
less dense ice, resulting in the sediment penetrating the ice layer. An instability will
form in tens of years when the ice temperature is near freezing and the sediment layer
is 75 to 150 m thick. When the ice is at 210 K, the instability will grow on the order
of 1.4 x 104 years for a 75 m layer of sediment, and 6.5 x l0 s years for a 150 m layer of
sediment. Although both these mechanisms appear to be geologically feasible, there are
severe limitations regarding the sediment source.
Volcanic material that originated beneath the lake might also be a source for the lay-
ered deposits. If volcanism were subaqueous rather than subaerial, many of the morpho-
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logic arguments againstthe volcanichypothesisare weakened or eliminated.Although
there isno directevidence forit,the processofsubaqueous volcanism within the Valles
Marinerislakesisan attractivehypothesis.
Transporting sediment intolakesfrom the canyon walls might alsobe a sourceof
sediment for the layereddeposits.Iftherewere significantamounts of water present,
materialremoved from the wallswould have been depositedin horizontallayers.There
are alsoproblems with thisprocessbecause the apparent geometry and volume ofthe
layereddepositsare inconsistentwith the volume of materialthat could have originated
from the canyon walls.Nevertheless,itseems unavoidable that sediment derived from
the canyon wallsbecame incorporatedintothe layereddeposits.
Based on the presentlyavailabledata:along with the theoreticalcalculationspr_
sented in thisstudy, it appears most likelythat the layered deposits in the Valles
Marineris were laiddown in standing bodiesof water. Evidence concerning the size,
lifetime,evolution,and content of these ancientlakesliesin theirpreservedsediments.
They should be consideredan important possiblesitefor a futureMars Sample Return
mission.
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INTRODUCTION
Images of Mars received during the Mariner 9 and Viking missions revealed rhyth-
mically layered deposits within the canyons of the Valles Marineris (McCauley, 1978;
Lucchitta, 1981a; Lucchitta and Ferguson, 1983). They form thick sections of light and
dark, horizontally layered material that most commonly stand as isolated plateaus or
mesas on the canyon floors. Layered deposits are not found on the plains surrounding
the canyon system. From the time of their initial discovery, workers have speculated
on the origin of the layered deposits. Malin (1976) suggested that they are erosional
remnants of canyon wall materials. It has been suggested that they were formed by
eolian _,.v,._oo_o _. _,erson..¢v.) v. _^v.Ool-_e .v...,....,. processes fr"-"_,;++_ 1Q_1,_.Ja ,,i _, .la f.,m _l _.,,.,,., .,...... _ Pe-
terson, 1981). The layered deposits have also been compared to terrestrial lake deposits
(McCauley, 1978; Lucchitta, 1982). The goals of this thesis are to describe the layered
deposits in the Valles Marineris in detail, and to understand the geologic processes that
could have led to their formation.
Geologic Setting
The VallesMarinerisform a system of equatorialcanyons on Mars. The system
consistsof a number of large,interconnectedcanyons or "chasmata" (McCauley and
others,1972) thattrend east-westacrossthe planet'ssurfaceforabout 3200 km between
longitudes95° W and 40° W (figs.1,2). Individualcanyons typicallyare 2 to 4 km
deep and 50 to 100 km wide. They generallyare interpretedto be erosionallymodified
grabens (Carr, 1974; Sharp, 1973a; Wise and others,1979). The surrounding plateau
surfaceand chasma floorsare inclinedabout 0.10° to the east (U.S. GeologicalSurvey,
1984).
The west end of the canyon system terminates near the summit of the Tharsis
bulge at Noctis Labyrinthus,which isacomplex network ofinterconnectedcanyons. The
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Figure 1: Index map of the Valles Marineris, Mars, and surrounding area; derived
from U.S. Geological Survey shaded relief map of the western region of Mars, scale
1:15,000,000.
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Tharsisbulge isa topographichigh,centered at approximately I0° S and II0° W, that
is 5000 km to 6000 km wide at itsbase and 10 km high at itscenter. The Tharsis
regionisnear the centerof an array of radialfracturesthat affectsthe entirenorthern
hemisphere (Carr,1974).The VallesMarinerisappear to have been partlycontrolledby
thesefractures.
The VallesMarinerissystem can be divided intothree physiographicprovinces
(Carr,1981).The western portionincludestwo narrow, roughly parallelcanyons, Titho-
nium and Ius chasmata (fig.3).Tithonium Chasma narrows tothe eastand ends ina line
ofcloseddepressions.Ius Chasma iscomposed oftwo troughs that merge eastward into
the broad Melas Chasma. The centersectionisthe widest part of the VallesMarineris,
where Ophir,Melas, and Candor chasmata have coalescedto form a network about 700
km wide (fig.4). Here, the canyons are 6 to 10 km deep and 100 to 150 km wide.
The threecentralcanyons areseparatedby eroded ridgesthat appear to be remnants of
the surrounding plateau (McCauley, 1978). The southernmost canyon, Melas Chasma,
merges eastward with Coprates Chasma. This easternsectionissimilarto the western
section,in thatitconsistsofnarrow,paralleltroughs (fig.5). East ofCoprates Chasma,
the linearityand east-westtrend of the canyon system are lessapparent. In thisthird
province,the canyons have irregularshapes and followno consistentorientation.The
canyon floorsalsochange in character.They are generallysmooth to the west, but, in
the broad depressionsto the east,the floorsare very rough and blocky.The depression
to the north isGangis Chasma, and the wider depressionto the south includesCapri
and Eos chasmata (fig.5).
The eastend ofthe VallesMarinerissystem terminatesin largeareasof _chaotic
terrain_-aterm forground that has apparentlycollapsed,forming a disorderedarrange-
ment ofblocksthat are at a lower elevationthan theirsurroundings (Sharp,1973b, fig.
5). Partsof the chaoticareasdrain intolargechannels.To the north, Simud and Tiu
vanes drainintoChryse basin.The chaos merges to the eastintoMargaritiferSinus (fig.
1).
Three canyons that are completely separatefrom the main portion ofthe VaUes
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Figure 3: Western portion of the Valles Marineris; includes Tithonium, Ius, Echus, 
Hebes, and western Candor and Melas chasmata (picture no. 663A42). 
29 1 
Figure 4: Central portion of the Valles Marineris; includes Hebes, Ophir, Candor, Melas, 
and western Coprates chasmata (picture no. 663A44). 
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Figure 5:  Eastern portion of the Valles Marineris; includes eastern Candor, Juventae, 
Gangis, eastern Coprates, Eos, and Capris chasmata (picture nos. 663A46, 663A48). 
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Marinerislie to the north. The westernmost is Echus Chasma (fig. 3),which merges
north intoa broad, poorly defineddepressionalong the west edge of Lunae Planum.
Hebes Chasma liesdirectlyto the eastofEchus (figs.3,4). Ithas no inletor outlet,and
isthe onlyclosedbasin in the canyon system. Further to the eastliesJuventae Chasma
(fig.5),which isat the originof another channel system that extends northward along
the easternborder of Lunae Planum.
Horizontal,rhythmicallylayereddepositsform flat-toppedmesas or plateaus in
the lower elevationsof the canyons. The best exposures of the layeringand the largest
plateausliein Ophir and Candor chasmata, but the layereddepositsexistin the other
canyons as well.
Previous Work
Malin (1976)recognizedlayeredmaterialin Gangis Chasma from Mariner 9 im-
ages. He described the deposit as being a mesa_likestructurein a 2-km-deep chasm
where the summit isessentiallylevelwith the surrounding plains.Malin suggestedthat
the layereddepositswere not made ofthe same materialas the intercraterplainsbecause
the wallsofthe canyon do not show the abundant layeringthat isseen on the mesa. He
speculatedthat the layereddepositsmay representan inhomogenity within the plains
material,because itwas dimcult to imagine a processthat would fillthe canyon to the
brim with sediment,and then subsequentlyremove much material.He alsonoted that
the appearance of slope gullieson the mesa suggeststhat the mesa may be made of
looselyconsolidatedmaterialthat isrichin volatiles.
McCauley (1978) also speculated on the originof the layered deposits using
Mariner 9 images. He argued that no geologicprocess other than depositionin a low
energywater environment could readilyexplainthe apparent horizontality,lateralconti-
nuity,and competence of the individuallayers.He furtherspeculatedthat lakesformed
from melted ground icethat collectedin depressionscreatedby tectonicsubsidence,and
he suggestedthat the dividesbetween Ophir and Candor chasmata, and between Candor
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and Melas chasmata once separated the canyons into three lakes. These divides could
have been eroded and breached catastrophically, allowing water to rush through the nar-
row canyons to the east. He argued that overflow of these putative lakes could explain
the fluvial scouring and channels that are seen in the Margaritifer Sinus and Oxia Palus
regions.
In June and August of 1976, Viking Orbiters 1 and 2 arrived at Mars and began
to transmit images of the Martian surface with much higher resolution that allowed
features as small as 10 m to be resolved. This information confirmed what was seen in
the Mariner 9 data: that plateaus of layered deposits have repeated light and dark layers
exposed on their steep sides, that individual layers are continuous over large areas, and
that these deposits exist throughout the Valles Marineris.
Lucchitta (1981a; 1982)studied the Valles Marineris using Viking 1 and 2 high-
resolution images. Her results supported McCauley's work, in that she too concluded
that the layered materials in the canyons are not erosional remnants of the surrounding
plateau. She noted their fine, even bedding and suggested that their morphology was
consistent with sedimentary deposition in association with water. She also noted that
the canyon floor of Ophir Chasma is as much as 4,000 m above the floor of Candor
Chasma, which lies directly to the south, yet the layered deposits in both canyons reach
nearly the same elevation. This comparison led her to suggest that any water-related
deposition might have had a common base level. She also compared the morphology
of the layered deposits to sedimentary units in fault troughs of the Basin and Range
province in western North America to support the hypothesis that they were deposited
in lakes.
Lucchitta and Ferguson (1983) attempted to understand the origin of the outflow
channels that emerge from the Valles Marineris at the east end, and to explain some
of the erosional features found in the central canyons and Eos and Coprates chasmata.
Outflow channels are wide, fiat-floored valleys that emerge fully developed from their
sources. It has been shown that they resemble large terrestrial flood features (Baker
and Milton, 1974). Lucchitta and Ferguson (1983) examined the gradients on the floors
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of outflowchannels in Chryse Basin and Lunae Planum. The slopeswere derivedfrom
six Earth-based radar-elevationprofiles.Whereas some channels show gradientsof 1.1
m/kin and 2.5m/km, which are similarto those ofthe catastrophicfloodchannels inthe
Channeled Scablands of easternWashington State,othersappear to be level.Lucchitta
and Ferguson (1983)proposed that ponding in the VallesMarineris grabens,in ancient
craters,and perhaps in regionallowlands took placebeforethe outflowchannelsformed.
As lakesoverflowed,dams were breached and eroded,causingcatastrophicfloodscarrying
mixtures of water, sediment, and ice to flow through the canyon system. The floods
would have had sufficientfluidpotentialto move acrossnearlylevelchannel gradients
to the eastand north of the VallesMarineris. The technique of determining elevation
profilesfrom Earth-based radar data islessaccuratewhen the topographic reliefislow,
and distancesare great(I0-I00km). Because Lucchittaand Ferguson (1983)depended
heavilyon radardata fortheirinterpretationofthe historyofchannel formationnear the
VallesMarineris,theirwork only tentativelysupports the hypothesisthat ponded water
once existedin the VallesMarineris,and that the erosionalvalleysthat are associated
with some ofthe plateausof layereddepositsmay have a fluvialorigin.
A study of the originof the centralplateau of layereddepositsin Hebes Chasma
was presentedby Peterson (1981). She proposed an eolianor volcanicoriginfor those
deposits,and by implication,the other layereddepositsin the VallesMarineris.Global
dust storms would have been the source of sediment ifthey are eoliandeposits. She
suggestedthatvariationsinlayeringcould have been produced by differentcompositions
of the dust with successivestorms ifthe depositsare eolianinorigin.Ifthe depositsare
volcanic, she suggested that they are made of dominantly ash-flow deposits, and that the
source of the magma may have been related to the Tharsis volcanism.' She discounted
the theory that the deposits have a lacustrine origin on the basis that removal of water
and sediment that may have once been in contact with the canyon walls is difficult to
explain in the absence of any drainage leading out of Hebes Chasma.
A great deal of work has been done on water and ice on Mars. There is evi-
dence, such as fretted terrain, thermokarst, lobate debris aprons, rampart craters, and
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patterned ground, for large amounts of ground water or ground ice on the planet (e.g.
Squyres, 1984). Fretted terrain is found along the northern lowland/southern highland
boundary, and is characterized by "abrupt escarpments of complex planimetric config-
uration" (Sharp, 1973b). Sharp (1973b) and Soderblom and Wenner (1978) suggested
that ice may have contributed to the formation of the escarpments. Thermokarst is a ter-
restrial feature known to result from melting of ground ice. These features on Earth have
been estimated to be as much as 80-90 percent ground ice (Washburn, 1973). Similar
features are seen on Mars (Carr and Schaber, 1977). Lobate debris aprons are deposits
that are convex (in cross section), and are common at the bases of escarpments over
latitudes from 30 ° to 50 ° in both hemispheres (Squyres, 1979). They probably were
formed by gradual flow of interstitial ice, similar to terrestrial rock glaciers (Wahrhaftig
and Cox, 1959). Rampart craters have ejecta deposits consisting of overlapping lobes
of debris that have in some locations flowed around low-lying obstacles. Because flows
have not experienced much compaction, it is speculated that interstitial liquid, mostly
likely water, lubricated the flow. The source of water may have been ground ice that was
partly melted during impact (Carr and others, 1977). There are a number of features
on Mars that are similar to _patterned ground," which are found in high latitudes on
Earth. Washburn (1973) described patterned ground as being a frost-related feature that
forms by repeated freezing and thawing of ice-rich soil. Squyres and Carr (1986) found
evidence for quasi-viscous relaxation of topography poleward of 30 degrees latitude in
both the northern and southern hemispheres. They suggested that this relaxation may
be due to creep deformation of ground ice. These features together form the geomorphic
evidence that there was and may presently still be substantial amounts of water and ice
in the regolith of Mars.
Carr (1979) proposed a source for the water that was responsible for creating the
outflow channels, which could also be the source for possible lakes in the Valles Marineris.
Carr suggested that the large volumes of water that carved the outflow channels may
have been stored in confined aquifers. The older, cratered terrain may have acted as
the reservoir for the liquid water. Water that flowed from the surface into the regolith
during a warmer climate would have become trapped under a thick layer of permafrost
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duringsubsequent globalcooling.Water could have been releasedat high dischargerates
ifpore pressuresexceeded lithostaticpressures,or ifan impact or faultbroke through
the permafrostlayer. Removal of subsurfacewater or icecan explain the presence of
chaoticterrainatthe heads ofmany outflowchannels.Water storeddeep in the Martian
regolithcould alsoaccount for a sourceofwater in the VallesMarineris.
Scope of Investigation
The purpose of thisthesisis to present a detailedgeologicinvestigationof the
layereddepositsin the VallesMarinerisusing principlesof planetary geologicmapping
(e.g. Wilhelms 1972),and to study the originof the layered deposits from possible
terrestrialanalogs.
Geologic mapping of the layereddepositsincludesestablishingtheirgeographic
distribution,the thicknessof individuallayers,and the totalvolume occupied by the
layereddeposits.The time sequence inwhich thesedepositswere laiddown isdetermined
by examining the stratigraphyof allthe major unitswithin the canyons.
Four hypotheses are considered for the origin of the layered deposits: (1) that they
are eolian deposits (Peterson, 1981), (2) that they are remnants of the same material that
makes up the canyon walls (Malin, 1976), (3) that they are explosive volcanic deposits
(Lucchitta, 1981a; Peterson, 1981), or (4) that they were deposited in standing bodies
of water (McCauley, 1978; Lucchitta, 1982). The hypothesis that they were formed
in ancient lakes is further considered by investigating sedimentation in perennially ice-
covered lakes on Earth. Based on our present understanding of Martian climatic history,
any lakesthat existedon Mars would have had a permanent icecover (e.g.Wallace and
Sagan, 1979; Carr, 1983). The Dry ValleyLakes in Antarctica provide an interesting
possibleanalog to lakeson Mars because they,too,are pereniallyice-covered(McKay
and others,1985). Sedimentation in ice-coveredlakeson Mars alsoisinvestigatedby
theoreticallyanalyzingfourmechanisms fortransportingsediment through an icecover.
In addition to the interestinggeologicproblem posed by these deposits,their
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formation could have important exobiologicalsignificance.Lifeon Earth isbelievedto
have originatedin standing water. Ifprecursorsto lifeever existedon Mars, a likely
locationwould be the putativelakesinthe VallesMarineris. Any evidence concerning
the size,lifetime,evolution,and contentof such lakesliesin theirpreservedsediment.
This investigationofthe layereddepositsinthe VallesMarineriswillprovidea thorough
descriptionof the deposits,in additiontoa detailedexplorationof theirformationusing
terrestrialanalogsand theoreticalconsiderationsto constraintheirorigin.
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GEOLOGY OF THE LAYERED DEPOSITS IN THE VALLES
MARINERIS
Mapping
Detailed photogeologic mapping of the layered deposits was performed using 1400
Viking Orbiter 1 and 2 high resolution images acquired with orbital altitudes less than
5000 km and having surface resolutions ranging from 125 to 20 m per picture element.
The goals of the mapping were to establish the geographic distribution, thickness, and
morphology of the deposits, to establish the stratigraphy of all the major geologic units
within the canyons, and to choose among candidate hypotheses for the origin of the
layered deposits.
Materialswithin the VallesMarineriswere dividedintofiveunits:(I) slopeand
bedrock material,(2) layeredchasma deposits,(3) possiblelayered chasma deposits
(depositswith characteristicweatheringsuch as flutingand/or a mottled surfacetexture
likethat of the layeredchasma deposits),(4) landslidematerial,and (5) chasma floor
material.Units 1,2,4,and 5 are inferredto have formed by differentgeologicprocesses,
and thereforeare geneticallyunique,ratherthan merely being differentin appearance.
Units 2 and 3 probably arethe same material,but they were mapped separatelyinorder
to distinguishareaswhere the layeringisexposed from areas where theiridentification
as layereddepositsislesscertain.The geologicmap ofthe VallesMarinerisispresented
in Plate 1.
Slope and Bedrock Material
The canyon wallsshow threemajor types ofmorphology: spurs and gullies,trib-
utary canyons with V-shaped profiles,and steep,curvilinearecessesin the chasma wall
formed by landslides(Lucchitta,1978).
N
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The spur and gullymorphology isthe most common landform ofthe chasma walls.
One ofthebestexamples islocatedon the northern wallofOphir Chasma (fig.6),where
the faceisdissectedby steepgulliesand interveningspursthatbranch downward atacute
angles (Sharp,1973b). The average slopeof thisfaceis 18° (determined from the U.S.
GeologicalSurvey (1984)topographicmap ofthe area).Individualspurs have gradients
of 15° to20° and interveninggulliesare as steep as 30° at the south wallof Ins Chasma
(Wu and others,1973). These slopesare thereforeprobably near the angle of reposeof
forunconsolidatedmaterial.The spur and gullymorphology ismost likelya product of
the downward movement ofmaterialby gravity,which has occurred as a slow and steady
process,as opposed to a catastrophicevent such as landslidingor rock fall(Lucchitta,
1978).
Tributarycanyons generallyare solitarycanyons that dissectthe surrounding
plateau (fig.7). In some areas they occur in groups, such as on the south wall of lus
Chasma. Singlecanyons are 30 to 130 km long,up to 10 km wide, and up to 2 km deep,
or similarin sizeto the Grand Canyon of Arizona. Their V-shaped cross-sectionsmay
have been accentuatedby additionalinfillingoftalus(Lucchitta,1978).Gradients ofthe
tributarycanyon floorsare at most a few degrees (U.S. GeologicalSurvey, 1976),and
the tributarieslopegentlytoward the interiorof the canyons.
Steep sectionswhere the chasma wallsare smooth and broadly curved or straight
are interpretedto be old landslidescars. At the base of these scarps are hummocky
pilesof debristhat are the landslidedeposits (Lucchitta,1978). An excellentexample
of an ancientlandslidescar liesin northern Ius Chasma directlyadjacent to a section
with spur and gullytopography (fig.8). Landslide scars alsoexpose a distinctdark,
horizontalband in the canyon wallthat beginsat the surfaceofthe surrounding plateau
and extendsdownward forabout one fifthof the totalheightofthe canyon wall (fig.8).
It ismost likelya layerof floodlavasthat cap the surfaceof the surrounding plateau
(McCauley, 1978). This band isprevalentin most parts of the VallesMarineris,but it
isdistinctfrom the rhythmic,lightand dark banding of the layereddeposits.
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Figure 6: Northern wall of Ophir Chasma showing the spur-and-gully morphology of the 
canyon wall. The plateau of layered deposits show eolian fluting that is distinct from 
the canyon wall morphology. The gmoatn that separates the layered deposits from the 
canyon wall has a rough texture that may have been produced by material that was 
sloughed off the nearby cliff faces (picture no. 914A10). 
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Figure 7: The southern wall of Ius Chasma has V-shaped tributary canyons. To the north 
is an outlier of the chasma wall material that shows the characteristic spur-and-gully 
morphology (picture no. 066A08). 
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Figure 8: Western Ius Chasma showing landslide scarps adjacent to canyon walls with 
the spur-and-gully morphology. A dark band is exposed at the landslide scars which 
may be a layer of flood lavas (picture no. 057A43). 
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Layered Chasma Deposits
The layered deposits form plateaus rising as high as 5 km above the canyon floor.
The greatest total thicknesses are found in Hebes, Ophir, and Candor chasmata. In
these locations, the upper surface of the layered deposit plateaus are within 500 m of
the elevation of the surrounding plateau. Other occurrences are in are Melas Chasma,
where the plateaus are low-lying, and cover smaller areas. Two large plateaus (one each)
in Juventae and Gangis chasmata appear to be similar in size to the central plateau in
Hebes Chasma, based on medium resolution images. Rhythmic light and dark horizontal
layers are exposed on the slopes of the plateaus that are as steep as 22 degrees. The
layers are best exposed on the cliffs of plateaus in Hebes Chasma, Candor Mensa (fig.
4) in Candor Chasma, and Juventae and Gangis chasmata (figs. 9 through 12). The
layers form light and dark couplets. Each couplet appears to be similar in thickness
when viewed at the highest resolutions (fig. 12). Areas were mapped as "layered chasma
deposits" only if the layering is clearly exposed.
The shape and sizes of the plateaus do not have any apparent systematic variation.
The plateaus are all irregularly shaped, and in most cases they have essentially flat tops
(fig. 10). The plateau in eastern Candor Chasma is an exception. The top of this mesa
has an irregular surface, with relief up to 500 m (fig. 13). In most places, such as in
Melas Chasma (fig. 14), the plateau borders facing the canyon walls are roughly parallel
to the canyon walls. The plateaus vary from north to south within the central portion of
the Valles Marineris. The thickest deposits are in the northern canyons (Hebes, Ophir,
and western Candor), they thin to the south where the height of the canyon walls also
diminishes.
Individual layers extend laterally for tens of kilometers. The most continuous
exposed layer was traced for a distance of 50 km on a plateau in southern Melas Chasma
(fig. 15). Layers may extend for much greater distances, but they either are obscured
or can not be detected because the necessary neighboring high resolution images do not
exist. Determination of the character of the individual beds also was limited because of
the lack of high enough resolution.
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Figure 9: Hebes Chasma with a central plateau of layered deposits surrounded by a 
“moat”, which separates the plateau from the canyon wall. Landslide deposits from the 
north abut against the central plateau (picture no. 645A60). 
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Figure 10: Two plateaus of layered deposits in Candor Chasma showing flat upper 
surfaces and a mottled pattern. Light and dark layers are exposed on the sides of 
Candor Mensa. The v-shaped valley that divides the two plateaus was probably caused 
by eolian and/or fluvial erosion (picture no. 066A25). 
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Figure 11: Southwest Juventae Chasma showing a plateau of layered deposits (picture 
no. 907A05). 
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Figure 12: Gangis Chasma showing a plateau of layered deposits (picture no. 610A13). 
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Figure 13: Plateaus of layered deposits in Candor Chasma. The upper surfaces have an 
undulating topography. The v-shaped valleys separating the plateaus are evidence for 
extensive erosion (picture nos. 608A74, 608A75). 
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Figure 14: Layered deposits in Melas Chasma. The borders of the deposits roughly 
parallel the canyon wall (picture nos. 608A71, 608A72). 
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Figure 15: Plateau of layered deposits in southern Melas Chasma. An individual layer 
(arrows) was traced laterally for 50 km. The layer may be continuous for a greater 
distance, but it is obscured in a valley. The upper surface shows the characteristic 
mottled pattern (picture no. 915A20). 
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A deep trough, here called a "moat," commonly separates plateaus of layered
deposits from the canyon walls. In Hebes Chasma, the central mesa of layered deposits
is completely surrounded by a well-developed moat (fig. 9). In other areas, the layered
deposits are found in direct contact with the canyon wall. At the base of the northern
canyon wall of Candor Chasma, two plateaus of the layered deposits completely encom-
pass, and partially bury the canyon wall (fig. 16). The canyon walls can be identified
by the spur-and-gully topography. A remnant of layered deposits in contact with the
canyon wall also was found north of Candor Mensa. It appears that the layered deposits
lap directly against the base of the spur-and-gully topography of the canyon wall in an
undisturbed position. These two locations are the only ones where the layered chasma
deposits were found in this context.
In some areas the layered deposits have been deeply eroded. This is most evident
on a large scale in Ophir and Candor chasmata where large, V-shaped valleys divide
plateaus of layered deposits (fig. 13). The floors of these valleys are up to 2 km higher
than the elevation of the surrounding chasma floors and bases of the moats. The valley
surfaces have streaks that are reminiscent of fluvial or eolian erosional features. A
few of the plateaus such as Candor Mensa and the plateau directly to the east have a
streamlined shape that is indicative of fluvial erosion (fig. 3). On a smaller scale, cliff
faces in some locations have been etched in a way that makes the horizontal layering
pronounced (fig. 17).
Erosion and weathering of the layered deposits also has produced fine fluting
along the steeper faces of the plateaus and a light and dark mottled pattern on the
subhorizontal surfaces (figs. 15, 16). The mottling may be produced by differential
weathering of layers of differing albedo. This pattern has a unique appearance that
can be identified on a number of surfaces within the Valles Marineris. The fluting
is characterized by narrow, subparallel grooves that trend nearly perpendicular to the
slope of the plateau faces, and is inferred to result from wind erosion (fig. 18). The
orientation of the fluting implies that wind directions were locally up or down slope.
Lucchitta (1981a) compared these landforms to terrestrial yardangs. Yardangs have
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Figure 16: Spur of the canyon is partially buried by layered deposits in Candor Chasma. 
The top surfaces of the layered deposits have the characteristic mottled pattern (picture 
nos. 913All,913A13). 
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Figure 17: Plateau of layered deposits in western Ophir Chasma. Layers have been 
accentuated by etching (picture no. 915A10). 
Figure 18: Eolian flutes oriented sub-perpendicular to a steep face of layered deposits in 
southern Candor Chasma (picture no. 914A52). 
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been produced by eolian erosion elsewhere on Mars (Ward, 1979). Fluting is seen on
plateaus of layered deposits throughout the Valles Marineris. Some of the best localities
are in Candor Chasma, where the fluting has developed on faces where the layering is
clearly exposed (fig. 19). The spur-and-gully topography of the canyon walls is distinct
from the eolian fluting of the layered deposits (see fig. 6 for comparison). Fluting is
observed only on the layered deposits, and not on the canyon walls.
Possible Layered Chasma Deposits
The mottled, light and dark pattern on the top of the plateaus, and the presence
of fluting on the cliff faces were used to identify material that was classified as "possible
layered chasma deposits." Because the relationship between rhythmic layering and the
mottled surface pattern was established in well-exposed remnants (fig. 10), it is inferred
that layered chasma deposits may exist in areas where there is distinct mottling, but
no exposed layers. For example, in Melas Chasma, only a few of the plateaus show
some distinct layering, but there are many locations where the surface is mottled (fig.
20). This relationship may be valid for the association of fluting and layering. Because
fluting has been observed on the layered deposits, and not on the canyon walls, landslide
deposits, or the canyon floors, tentative identification of the layered deposits also can
be made based on the presence of fluting. Layering may be obscured for a number of
reasons. Foremost, the resolution or the sun angle of the images may not be adequate
to detect layering. A surficial blanket of dust may be covering the layers, or portions of
the plateau face may have crumbled enough to obscure the layers. Alternatively, some
deposits may not have well-developed layering. This classification was created because it
was important to separate those areas where the layers are clearly exposed from locations
where only the characteristic mottling or fluting is detected.
A broad deposit that covers most of Eos and Capri Chasmata, which McCauley
(1978) identified as layered chasma deposits, was mapped as possible layered chasma
deposits in this report (fig. 21). The surface of this deposit has an unusual appearance.
It has a gently undulating surface of uniform albedo that is similar in texture to some
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Figure 19: Flutes superimpoised on layereing on a southwest-facing cliff of layered de- 
posits in Candor Chasma (picture no. 915A14). 
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Figure 20: Plateau of layered deposits in Melas Chasma. Layers are exposed on some of 
the cliffs. The upper surface has the characteristic mottled pattern (picture nos. 915A19, 
20, 21,22). 
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Figure 21: Material in Eos and Capri chasmata that have a surface texture similar to 
that of the layered deposits. See Figure 10 for comparison. This sediment may have 
originated as layered deposits in the western canyons and may have been redeposited in 
this location (picture nos. 610A30, 31, 32). 
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parts of the layered deposit plateaus, such as on the east side of Candor Mensa where the
layering is not clearly exposed. These sediment may have originated as layered chasma
deposits in the western canyons, and they may have been redeposited in Eos and Capri
chasmata.
Landslide Material
Hummocky material lying at the base of landslide scars was mapped as landslide
material (fig. 8). These deposits characteristically show vague alignment of ridges paral-
lel or perpendicular to the canyon walls and they bury the walls locally up to about half
their original heights. Slump blocks occur at the heads of most of the large landslides
(Lucchitta, 1979).
A landslide deposit that originated on the north wall of Ophir Chasma shows
curved grooves that trend away from a cliff of layered deposits to the west (fig. 22).
The flow was diverted by the plateau. Lucchitta (1979) favored the theory that Martian
landslides occurred as liquified debris flows or mudflows, rather than flows that moved
on a cushion of air as envisioned for the Sherman landslide in Alaska (Shreve, 1966). If
they were mudflows, Sharp (1973a) suggested that the water may have come from the
melting of ground ice.
Most of the landslides occurred in the materials showing spur-and-gully morphol-
ogy. Nowhere do landslide deposits emanate from plateaus of layered deposits. Lucchitta
(1981b) also recognized this fact in the context of supporting her assertion that land-
slides were wet. Because landsliding only occurred on the canyon walls, she argued that
the canyon walls had a higher water content than the plateaus of layered deposits, and
therefore were more susceptible to catastrophic failure.
Chasma Floor Material
All other materials lying on the canyon floors were mapped as chasma floor ma-
terial. This designation includes low-lying deposits between the plateaus of layered
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Figure 22: Deposit of a landslide that was diverted by a plateau of layered deposits, 
indicating that the flow was highly mobile (picture nos. 913A10, 913A12). 
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deposits, the floors of the moats, large stretches of the canyon floors that are virtually
fiat, and blocky material at the base of the spur-and-gully topography of the canyon
walls.
The most common form taken by the chasma floor material is deposits with a
smooth surface and uniform albedo (fig. 23). In some locations, such as in western
Candor Chasma and southern Melas Chasma, the surface is smooth, but the tones range
from light to dark over broad expanses, suggesting that the surface is slightly undulatory,
exposing materials of differing albedos (figs. 24, 25). This pattern is distinct from the
mottled surface of the layered deposits in that it occurs in topographic lows, and the
spacing between the light and dark areas is wider (tens of kilometers spacing, versus 1
to 2 km spacing for the layered chasma deposits). It is possible that these areas appear
to be the canyon floor, yet they are really the top surface of layered deposits that lie
below. In areas close to the canyon wall, such as in western Ius Chasma, the chasma
floor material has a rough texture that may have been produced by material that was
sloughed off the nearby cliff faces (fig. 26).
Chasma floor material makes up the floors of most moats. The moat separat-
ing the plateau of layered deposits from the northern canyon wall in Candor Chasma
is typical of the moat morphology (fig. 27). Here, the moat is flat-floored and has no
discernible erosional features to suggest the manner in which it was formed. The canyon
wall overlooking the moat exhibits both the spur-and-gully and landslide scar morpholo-
gies. Generally, the floor of the moat has rubbly deposits or a rough texture that may
have formed by material that was sloughed off the nearby canyon wall (fig. 6).
Southeast of Candor Mensa, the canyon floor has a unique character (fig. 28).
Polygonal blocks that are hundreds of meters on a side are positioned slightly above
the surrounding area. The areas between the blocks are filled with rounded knobs that
appear to be remnants of former polygons. The appearance is similar to that of chaotic
terrain that is common elsewhere on Mars.
At the eastern extremity of the Valles Marineris, where the canyon walls taper into
the surrounding plateau, the chasma floor material becomes intermingled with remnants
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Figure 23: The chasma floor material typically has a smooth surface and uniform albedo 
such as in this location in central Melas Chasma, where remnants of the canyon wall are 
surrounded by chasma floor material (picture no. 914A21). 
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Figure 24: The albedo of the chasma floor material in western Candor Chasma is light 
and dark (picture no. 066A24). 
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Figure 25: Chasma floor material in southern Melas Chasma has a light and dark albedo 
(picture no. 914A24). 
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Figure 27: The urnoat” between Candor Mensa and the canyon wall to the north has a 
flat floor, and no erosional features to suggest its mode of origin (picture no. 915All). 
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Figure 28: The chasma floor southest of Candor Mensa is made of polygonal blocks. This 
texture may be related to “patterned ground” which is a frost-related feature described 
by Washburn (1973) (picture no. 914A16). 
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of the canyon wall (fig. 29). This chaotic terrain is the source for some outflow channels.
In this area, the chasma floor material is hard to distinguish from the canyon walls,
and therefore was mapped as an area where the canyon wall and the chasma floor are
intermixed.
There are a number of dark elongate patches in the central portion of the Valles
Marineris which Lucchitta (1986) identified and interpretated as mallc volcanic material.
She described the dark patches as locally having feathery edges that extend either radially
or in two directions from their centers. The dark patches occur along fault scarps and
occasionally on top of landslide deposits. Because the dark material penetrated the
slides, it is assumed to postdate them. Volumetrically, these deposits are minor, and
their morphology and position within the canyons are distinct from the layered chasma
deposits. In this study, the dark patches were mapped as part of the chasma floor
material or landslide material, depending on the location of the occurrence.
Thickness, Topography, and Volume of the Layered Chasma Deposits
Thickness of Individual Layers
A study of the nature of the layering was performed using stereophotogrammetric
measurements derived by Sherman Wu and others at the U.S. Geological Survey, Branch
of Astrogeology. Candor Mensa, in Candor Chasma, and a south-facing cliff face in
southeast Candor Chasma were chosen for investigation because the layering is well
exposed and the images are of very high resolution (20--80 m/pixel; see fig. 30 for
locations). Data points were chosen on high-resolution images at the top, bottom, and
midpoints on the cliff faces. Figures 31 and 32 show the locations of all of the data points.
At each point, five elevation measurements (relative to the standard 6.1 mbar datum)
were taken in order to minimize inaccuracies in the measuring technique (Moore and
Wu, 1973). The mean and standard deviation were calculated for each set as outlined
by Moore and Wu (1973). Table 1 shows the means and standard deviations. The
thickness of a section between two data points was calculated by subtracting the mean
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Figure 29: At the eastern end of the Valles Marineris, in Eos and Capri Chaamata, 
the chasma floor and remnants of the canyon wall produced chaotic terrain (picture no. 
428A86). 
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Figure 30: Locations where detailed studies of the layered deposits were performed. The 
plateau to the west is Candor Mensa, the plateau to the east lies in southeast Candor 
Chasma (picture nos. 608A72, 608A74). 
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Figure 31: Locations of data points for stereophotogrammetry on a southern cliff face 
in Candor Chasma. Values for the data points are reported in Table 1 (picture nos. 
815A58,815A60). 
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Figure 32: Index map of locations used for stereophotogrammetric measurements on 
Candor Mensa. The values are reported in Table 1 (picture no. 066A25). 
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valuesof the elevations.The average thicknessof an individuallayerwas determined
by countingthe number of layersbetween two data pointsand dividingthe thicknessof
the sectionby that number. One layerwas consideredto be a lightand dark couplet.
The erroron each layerthicknessmeasurement was calculatedby averagingthe standard
deviationsof the two data point elevations,and dividingthatnumber by the number of
layersdetectedbetween thosetwo data points.The thicknessmeasurements ofindividual
layersare more accurateforsoutheastCandor Chasma than for Candor Mensa because
the resolutionof the images ishigher.The resolutionfor southeastCandor Chasma is
approximately 20 m/pixel, versus80 m/pixel for Candor Mensa.
The cliffacein southeastCandor Chasma has two distinctlayeringstylesthat
are evidentin the images. The upper,narrow portionof the sectionhas a finerlayering,
which was calculatedto be 72 + 8 m per layer.Individuallayersinthe lowersection(fig.
31, points205 and 206) are 304 + 13 m.
The thicknessof the layerson the southwest-facingcliffof Candor Mensa was
determined from data points102 and 103 (fig.32).The averagethicknessofthe exposed
layersis190 ± 4 m per layer.As one can see,layersare not exposed immediately below
point102. The elevationwhere the layersfirstappear on thiscliffacewas determined by
assuming the slopewas constant,and interpolatingbetween the two data points.This
calculatedelevationwas used to determine the average layerthicknessin the manner
previouslydescribed.
Six layerson the upper portionofthe cliffaceon the north sideofCandor Mensa
were calculatedto be 106 ± 17 m per layer(fig.32, points307 and 308). Ifone assumes
that layerson the north sideof the mesa are continuous throughout the entireplateau,
the layersthat are obscured on the southwest sideof the mesa may alsobe _ 100 m
thick.Ifthisisthe case,thereare two distinctlayerthicknessesforthisplateau;thinner
beds above, and thickerbeds below. Alternatively,the layersthroughout the section
may thinto the north. Itwould followfrom thishypothesisthat a sedimentary source
would have been situatedsouthwest of the plateau. However, there appears to be no
likelysourcesouthwestofCandor Mensa. Another largeareaof layeredchasma deposits
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Table 1. Mean elevation measurements above Mars datum for locations in Candor
Chasma. Locations are given in figures 31 and 32.
Location Mean Value (m) Standard Deviation (m)
101 6429 75
102 7383 99
103 3226 39
104 1614
105 4929
106 2319
201
26
53
40
635621
202 5136 60
203 5275 64
204 5924
205 4319
89
106
206 2188 75
305 4340 25
306 3140
307 5714
308 5075
309 3488
310 1940
27
116
109
41
105
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issituatedinthat direction.Ifthe sourcefor Candor Mensa was canyon wallmaterial,
a more likelyarea would be the canyon wall directlynorth of the plateau.Transport of
materialfrom thisdirectionwould produce a thinning of layersto the south. Because
thisisthe sense opposite to what appears on the images, there isno good support for
the ideathat the layerstaper.
As postulatedforCandor Mensa, and identifiedinsoutheastCandor Chasma, the
layeringiscoarsebelow and finerabove. The two localitiesare separatedby a distance
of 170 kin,a plateauof layereddeposits,and two erosionalvalleys.Hence, thereissome
evidenceforvariationsin depositionthat affectedmuch of the VallesMarinerisregion.
This statement istentativebecause the images forCandor Mensa are not good enough
to see directlya change in the nature of the layering.If a canyon-wide depositional
pattern does exist,itwould imply that formation of the layeredchasma depositswas
controlledby an externalprocess affectingthe entireVallesMarineris region. In any
case,the data from southeast Candor Chasma suggest that there was a change in the
rateofaccumulation of lightand dark layersin that area.
The thicknessofthe layersin the layeredchasma depositscan be compared with
those in the polar layereddeposits.Dzurisin and Blasius (1975) determined that the
thicknessesof the layersin the polar regionsrange between 10 m and 50 m, and itis
possiblethat the layeringcontinuesbelow the resolutionofthe images (Carr,1981).The
layeringin the VallesMarinerisdepositsmay alsobe finerthan the resolutionthat the
existingimages reveal.The differencesin layerthicknessesare consistentwith the idea
that the layeredchasma depositswere formed by a differentmechanism than the polar
layereddeposits.
Regional Slopes
Additional informationwas derived from the elevationmeasurements. The av-
erage slopeangle between data pointswas calculatedfrom trigonometricrelationships.
The errorson slopemeasurements were determined by calculatingthe slopeanglesusing
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data point elevationswithout the standarddeviation,with the additionoftwo standard
deviations,and then minus two standarddeviations.The maximum and minimum slope
anglesthen became the standard deviationson the slopemeasurements. Itwas found
that the slopesof the plateau facesvary. In southeastCandor Chasma, the cliffhas
two distinctgradients.The upper part ofthe sectionwhere the layersare thinnerhas
a mean slope angle of 21°:f:4°. The lower sectionhas a gentlermean slope angle of
12°± 1°.This change in slopeangle may revealinformationon the nature of the upper
layersversusthe lowerlayers.A gentlydippingslopeabove a steeperone could be due to
compaction from the weight ofoverlyingsediment. The lower portion of the cliffwould
form a steeperfacebecause itwould be stronger.But the cliffacein southeastCandor
Chasma changes from a steepto a more gentleslope,suggestingthat another mechanism
isresponsible,such as a decreasein thecompetence of the depositsfrom the upper to
the lower portionof the plateau.
The slopeangleson Candor Mensa appear to change from one faceof the plateau
to the other,ratherthan with verticalpositionon one face. The southeastsidehas a
mean averageslopeof23°± 1°,the northernfacerangesbetween 12°± 1° and 16°± 1°.No
obviouschange inslopesimilarto the locationinsoutheastCandor Chasma isdetectable.
Itisimportant to note that in both locationsthe cliffacesof the plateaushave
gradientssimilarto thoseofthe canyon walls,yetthereareno landslidescarsor landslide
depositsassociatedwith the layeredplateaus.This observationsuggeststhat the layered
depositsare of a differentand more competent materialthan the canyon walls.
Interpretationsof the layered depositsfrom Mariner 9 and early Viking data
considered the layersto be horizontal.Although no angular unconformitiesor discon-
form±tiescan be detected in the high resolutionimages, the elevationdata revealthat
some sequences may not be horizontal.The upper surfaceof Candor Mensa, between
data points101 and 102 (fig.32),slopesgentlyto the east at 2.6°± 0.5% The section
between points307 and 305 (fig.31) alsoslopesto the east,but at an angleof 4.4°±0.4°.
The slope between points101 and 305 is8.8°+ 0.5°, and between points 102 and 307
is 10.8°± 1.3% Because these data pointslieon the upper surfaceof the plateau that
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is exposed to the wind, one can not be certain whether this surface represents a recent
erosional surface, the original depositional slope, or the upper surface of a tilted fault
block. Each of these hypotheses are considered.
An erosionalsurfacewould produce lightand dark banding. The differencein
elevationbetween the highestand lowestpointson the plateausurfaceis5- to 10-times
greaterthan the average thicknessof a layer.Ifthe layerswere fiatlying,an angular
erosionof the plateauwould cut acrossthe lightand dark layers.Because no layersare
exposed on the upper surfaceof Candor Mensa, the originofthe slopewas probably not
due toerosion.
Ifthisupper surfaceisparallelto the layersbelow,one possibleexplanationfor
the slopewould be that itisthe originaldepositionalsurface.Although a slopeof 8° to
10° isgeologicallyfeasible,at thisimage resolutionone would expect to see a "grain"
on the surfaceindicatingthe transportdirection.Because no directionalindicatorcan
be detected,and because thereisno obvious sediment sourceimmediately to the south,
the hypothesisthat the upper surfaceisthe originaldepositionalslopeisnot favored.
A final possibleexplanationfor the apparent dip of the surfaceof Candor Mensa
isthatitisa faultblock that istiltedto the north. Ifthishypothesiswere correct,the
previousspeculationthat thinnerlayersoverliethickerlayersin Candor Mensa would
alsobe favored. Because there isother evidence for faultingwithin and around the
VallesMarineris,thishypothesisisfavored.A tiltedfaultblock isalsoconsistentwith
the tectonicoriginof the VallesMarineris.
An apparent dip to the layered deposits is supported by data from southeast
Candor Chasma. Two data points that are located on one continuous layer also indicate
that the layering may not be strictly horizontal. Points 203 and 202 (fig. 31) mark the
separation between the upper, finely layered section and the lower, more coarsely layered
section. The apparent dip of the layer between these two points is 2° -t-2 ° to the east.
Without a third point there is no way of calculating whether the true dip is greater or
not. Nevertheless, the slope angle indicates that these layers may not be fiat-lying.
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Total Thickness and Volume of Deposits
Mapping of the thicknesses of the plateaus was restricted to Coprates NW quad-
rangle because a sufficiently detailed topographic map presently exists only for that
area (U.S. Geological Survey, 1984). The quadrangle encompasses Hebes, Ophir, Can-
dor, Melas, and Tithonium chasmata. An estimated 75 percent of the mapped layered
chasma deposits occur within this area. To determine the thickness of an individual
plateau, the level of the canyon floor was assumed to be the base of layered deposits.
This assumption is fairly reasonable because the canyon floor has a relatively smooth to-
pography, and in most areas does not show textures that are characteristic of the layered
deposits. Where the layered deposits lap against the canyon wall, the three-dimensional
shape of that plateau was approximated by assuming that the slope of the exposed part
of the canyon wall has the same gradient as where it is buried by the layered deposits.
An isopach map of the deposits is shown in figure 33. The greatest thicknesses of
layered deposits occur in Hebes, Ophir, and Candor Chasmata. The deposits in Hebes
Chasma are _ 5000 m thick. Layered deposits in Ophir Chasma are between 5300 m and
5500 m thick. Candor Mensa in Candor Chasma is _ 4300 m thick, and the thickness of
other deposits in Candor Chasma range between 2400 m and 4200 m. In contrast, the
deposits in Melas Chasma range between 2000 m and 3200 m. The relief on the chasma
wallsisnot as greatinMelas Chasma (~ 5000 m), asinthe canyons tothe north (_ 6000
m in Hebes, _,7000 m in Ophir, and 6000 m to 7000 m in Ophir).
The totalvolume of the layeredchasma depositsin Coprates NW Quadrangle
was derivedfrom the isopachmap, usinga planimeterto determine the areawithin each
contour intervaland linearinterpolationto estimate elevationsbetween contours.The
volume ofeach plateauoflayereddepositsispresentedinTable 2. The totalvolume ofthe
layereddepositsin Coprates NW isN 1.29x 10skm s. Ifthesedepositsare composed
of sediment that once was spread uniformly over the surfaceof Mars, itwould have
covered the planetwith a layerg0 cm thick. For comparison, ancientterrestrialLake
Gosuite (situatedinthe southwestcornerof Wyoming during Eocene time) accumulated
an estimated2.0x 104 km sofdepositsovera periodof4 millionyears (Bradley,1963).It
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Figure 33: Isopach map of the layered deposits in Coprates NW Quadrangle. Derived
from the U.S. Geological Survey (1984) topographic map. Letters correspond to calcu-
lated volumes reported in Table 2. Contour interval is irregular; thickness is shown in
meters.
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Table 2. Volume of individuM plateaus of layered deposits. Lettered locations
correspond with Figure 33.
Location Volume (km s)
A 13,400
B 26,300
C 12,200
D 27,500
E 32,500
F 12,300
G 200
H 4,000
I 2OO
TOTAL 128,600
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is estimated that Mt. Vesuvius in Italy has erupted approximately 1.37 × l0 s km s of lava
since 79 A.D. (Simkin and others, 1981). The Yellowstone Volcanic Field in northwest
Wyoming has erupted roughly 6.5 × 103 km s of rhyolitic magma in the past 2.25 million
years (Christiansen, 1984).
It also is useful to compare the volume of the layered deposits to that of other
large deposits on Mars to understand the magnitude of the events that produced this
unit. The volume of the north polar layered deposits is roughly 4 × 107 km 3. This figure
was arrived at by assuming that the deposits are on the average 2.5 km thick. The
volume of Olympus Mons was calculated to be approximately 1.12 × 106 km s (Blasius,
1976). In keeping with the fact that volcanic deposits commonly are larger on Mars than
on the Earth, the volume of the deposits is not inconsistent with a volcanic origin. In
fact, the volume of the layered deposits is an order of magnitude less than the volume
of Olympus Mons.
Stratigraphic Relationships and History of the Valles Marineris
Stratigraphicrelationshipsbetween unitswere used to constructthe sequence of
eventswithin the VallesMarineris. Locations that show key stratigraphicinformation
permit the historyto be inferred.
The historyof the VallesMarineris apparentlybegan with the formation of tec-
tonicfracturesor grabens radialto the Tharsis bulge. The graben system was a result
ofextensionalstressesat shallowdepths produced by the formation ofthe Tharsisbulge
(Sharp,1973a;Carr, 1974;McCauley, 1978;Wise and others,1979).The constructionof
the main volcaniccones thatcap Tharsisoccurred afterthe major portionofthe fracture
system formed.
Severalworkers have suggestedthat the presentgeometry of the VallesMarineris
was largelydue to faultingand tectonicsubsidence caused by southward movement of
the Syri_-SolisPlanum block,which liesto the south ofthe VallesMarineris (Allegreand
others,1974; Sengor and Jones,1975; Courtillotand others,1975; Masson, 1977).This
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hypothesis would imply that opposing canyon walls were once in contact, a situation that
seems implausible. Geometric arguments alone allow the possibility that Tithonium, Ius
and Coprates chasmata were formed largely by tectonic movement, but the wide and
irregularly shaped Hebes, Ophir, Candor, Melas, Juventas, Gangis, Capris, and Eos
cannot be explained by tectonic activity alone. To accomodate such a large amount
of extension, transform faults, for which there is no evidence, would be required at
the east and west ends of the troughs. The irregular geometry also argues strongly
that most canyons are not essentially unmodified grabens. Further, if the canyons were
purely downfaulted blocks, there would be normal faults at the ends of the canyons, for
which there is no evidence. A much more likely hypothesis is that relatively modest
extensional faulting provided relief to allow processes such as landsliding, gullying and
undermining to enlarge the canyons to their present geometry (Sharp, 1973a; Lucchitta,
1978; Lucchitta, 1981a; Patton, 1981). The spur-and-gully morphology was the dominant
wall type to form as a result of the enlargement of the canyons.
The vast quantity of material that was eroded from the walls of the canyons does
not coincide with the limited extent of the interior deposits and the enormous size of
the present-day canyons. More material than is observed today must have been eroded
from the canyon walls. Where is this "missing" material? Because completely enclosed
basins like Hebes Chasma exist, the debris could not have simply been carried away.
The wall material probably was volatile-rich, and therefore much of the original volume
could have been removed by sublimation or carried away as liquid water.
The deep _moat" that commonly separates the layered chasma deposits from
the canyon wall probably was not formed by eolian erosion because of its great depth
(over 5 km in Ophir and Hebes chasmata) and the difficulty of producing deep erosion
along canyon walls while leaving the sediment farther from the walls virtually untouched.
Rapid release of ponded water by overtopping divides in the canyon has been suggested
by Lucchitta (1982) as a mechanism of forming the outflow channels associated with the
Valles Marineris. There are some areas within the canyons that may have been affected
by fluvial erosion, such as the valley east of Candor Mensa (fig. 10), and the valley
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that connects Ophir and Candor chasmata (fig. 13). However, the draining of lakes
accompanied by deep fluvial erosion is not a viable candidate for all moat formation.
Hebes Chasma is a completely enclosed basin, but it has a well-developed moat that
must have been formed without rapid drainage. The deep moats in cases like Hebes
most probably formed subsequent to deposition of the adjacent layers, primarily by
collapse and recession of the canyon walls due to removal of large amounts of ground ice.
Many workers have stressed the importance of groundwater sapping and sublimation or
melting of ground ice in forming the present canyon wall morphology (Sharp, 1973a; Carr,
1981; Lucchitta, 1978, 1982). There also is strong evidence elsewhere in the canyons (for
example Noctis Labyrinthus) for substantial enlargement of the canyons by sapping and
wall collapse. This collapse and subsequent mass wasting also formed the spur-and-gully
topography of the canyon wall.
At the divide between Ophir and Candor chasmata, the layered deposits lap di-
rectly against and partially bury canyon walls with spur-and-gully morphology (fig. 16).
In this location, the deposition of the layered deposits clearly postdated the enlargement
of the canyon walls. Because the spur-and-gully morphology of the canyon walls formed
in some places before and in other place after layer deposition, it is inferred that depo-
sition of the layered chasma deposits and canyon enlargement by wall collapse and mass
wasting took place during roughly the same period of Martian history.
Continued movement on the faults that initiated the Valles Marineris caused
tilting of the layered deposits. The orientation of the layers in Candor lvfensa and
southeast Candor Chasma is evidence for this post-depostional movement.
Following the formation of the layered deposits and collapse of the canyon wall,
the layered chasma deposits were deeply eroded by a mechanism apparently separate
from the processes that created many of the moats. The outflow channels associated
with the Valles Marineris may date from this epoch of erosion (Lucchitta, 1982). There
are two locations in Candor Chasma where the layered deposits are deeply eroded. To
the east of Candor Mensa, a V-shaped trough separates the mesa from another plateau
of layered deposits to the east (fig. 10). The surface of the narrow valley has streaks
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that may be a result of wind or fluvial erosion. The divide between Ophir and Candor
chasmata is another location that shows substantial erosion. Two mesas are separated
by an erosional valley that connects Ophir Chasma to the north with Candor Chasma to
the south (fig. 13). McCauley (1978) and Lucchitta and Ferguson (1983) suggested that
ponded water in Ophir Chasma breached the divide to the south, causing catastrophic
flooding that eroded the surrounding countryside. Sediment has been identified in Eos
Chasma with no layering and a gently undulating surface (fig. 21). These deposits may
be products of erosion of the layered chasma deposits. This hypothesis would imply, that
when water was flowing through the narrow Coprates Chasma, it lost the capacity to
carry much of its load as the canyons widened into Eos and Capri, and it consequently
redeposited much of its load.
Landsliding of the canyon walls postdates the erosion of the layered chasma de-
posits as evidenced by two clear cases. In Ophir Chasma, a landslide was diverted by
a plateau of layered deposits (fig. 22). Landslide deposits on the north side of Hebes
Chasma abut against the central plateau of layered deposits (fig. 9).
Eolian erosion responsiblefor flutingalong the slopes of the layered deposit
plateaus probably has been volumetricallyminor. It can not be determined when the
eolianerosionbegan, but itcould be continuingup to the present.
Figure 34 summarizes the history of the Valles Marineris. Faulting and graben
formation resulted in response to the Tharsis uplift. The troughs were enlarged by
collapse, sapping, and weathering of the walls to form the spur-and-gully morphology
of the canyon walls. During roughly the same period, the layered chasma deposits were
emplaced. Further local canyon wall collapse, and perhaps deep erosion of the deposits
in some areas followed, producing the present plateau and canyon-wall geometry. The
outflow channels associated with the Valles Marineris may date from this period of
erosion. Landsliding postdates the formation and deep erosion of the layered deposits.
A minor episode of mafic explosive volcanism occurred after the emplacement of the
landslide deposits. Eolian erosion responsible for the fluting could be continuing up to
the present.
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STAGE I
STAGEIIA
STAGE liB
STAGE III
STAGE IV
I
Figure 34:Simplifiedgeologichistoryofthe VallesMarineris.Stage I:graben formation
in responseto the Tharsis bulge. Stage IIA:Canyon wall enlargement with contempo-
raneous depositionof the layereddeposits.Stage IIB:Further canyon wall collapsein
some locationsforming "moats_. Stage Ill:Erosion of the layereddeposits.Stage IV:
Landslidingof the canyon walls.
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Origin of the Layered Deposits
Four hypotheses for the origin of the layered deposits seem to be worthy of con-
sideration: that they are eolian deposits; that they are the same material as the canyon
walls; that they are deposits from explosive volcanic eruptions; or that they were de-
posited in standing bodies of water.
Eolian Hypothesis
Peterson (1981) suggested that the central plateau in Hebes Chasma may have
formed by eolian processes. Although present eolian activity in the canyons apparently
involves only minor erosion and redistribution, Peterson suggested that the layered de-
posits may have been produced by g_ooal dust storms during _ period when the t _-_-
atmosphere was denser. However, the distribution of the layered deposits appears incon-
sistent with formation by eolian processes. Layered deposits are found only in the lower
elevations of the canyons. The higher elevations of the canyon walls and surrounding
uplands are completely free of any similar deposits, a situation which would be extremely
diflicult to produce if layered deposits once covered the entire area.
Canyon Wall Hypothesis
There are a number of indications that the layered chasma deposits are not rem-
nants of the canyon walls. The clear differences in weathering style between the layered
deposits and the canyon walls show that the two materials are quite different. The
canyon walls commonly have spur-and-gully topography, whereas the slopes of the lay-
ered deposits have weathered to a relatively smooth surface characterized in some places
by eolian fluting. Although the slopes of the canyon walls and plateaus of layered deposit
have similar gradients, the canyon walls have commonly undergone catastrophic failure,
producing landslides in many locations. The layered deposit plateaus do not show any
evidence for landsliding. The canyon walls do not show the fine, rhythmic layering that
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is a prominent characteristic of the layered deposits. The layered deposits also have been
found to lap against the canyon wall, showing by their stratigraphic relationship that
the two units did not form at the same time.
Volcanic Hypothesis
There is evidence for explosive volcanism on Mars. Morris (1980) proposed that
the aureole deposits on Olympus Mons are pyroclastic material. Mouginis-Mark and
others (1982) identified deposits west of the summit caldera of Hecates Tholus in the
Elysium Planitia region that may have been generated by explosive volcanism. Scott
and Tanaka (1982) identified possible ignimbrites southwest of Olympus Mons in the
Amazonis Planitia region. Wilson and Head (1983) pointed out that the low atmospheric
pressure of Mars would make pyroclastic eruptions more likely than on Earth, other
factors being equal. Eruption velocities also will be greater by a factor of about 1.5 for
the same volatile content.
The origin of the layered deposits by air-fall volcanic debris is argued against
by the same reasoning as for an eolian origin. Because the atmospheric pressure and
gravity are low, Martian eruption clouds will rise to heights about 5 times greater than
on Earth (Wilson and Head, 1983). One would expect that pyroclastic debris would be
widespread. Even if the source of the volcanism was from within the canyons, the clouds
would be expected to rise and deposit ash on the surrounding plains. If the source for
the material was Olympus Mons, as Peterson (1981) suggested, one would certainly see
some evidence of layered deposits on the surrounding plains, and/or in other depressions.
It has been suggested that the layered chasma deposits have an ash-flow origin
(Lucchitta, 1981a). Scott and Tanaka (1982) found deposits that they postulated are
ignimbrites, or ash-flow tufts, in the Amazonis, Memnonia, and Aeolis quadrangles.
They described them as being fiat sheets up to 100 m thick with upper surfaces that
are smooth or gently undulating. The deposits cover an area of _ 2.2 × 106 km 2. When
viewed at high resolutions, the putative ignimbrites are massive deposits without visible
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bedding. Unlike air-fall tufts, they do not blanket topography, instead they tend to
even out the underlying topography by filling in lows with more material. The greatest
thickness of the unit occurs where there are topographic barriers. Scott and Tanaka
suggested that, where the flow was unconfined, it spread laterally for large distances
in thin sheets. The deposits have several detailed morphologic features in common
with terrestrial ignimbrites, including possible welded layers that show joint sets in high-
resolution images, and nonwelded ash-flow tufts that are eroded into conical pinnacles. It
was suggested that the source areas of the pyroclastic flows were large collapse structures,
such as faults, fissures, and cauldrons, that developed over shallow magma chambers (fig.
35). Possible vents, however, have been identified in only a few places. Perhaps most of
them were buried by eruptive material.
The proposed Amazonis Planitia ignimbrites have a morphology most similar to
what are classified as large-volume ash-flow aeposlts on Earth. Fisher and o_hmmcK_
(1984) reported that terrestrial deposits in this category have typical volumes between
100 and 1000 km s. The estimated volume of the Amazonis ignimbrite is N 3.85 × 106
km s (Scott and Tanaka, 1982). The total volume of the layered deposits in Coprates
quadrangle is N 1.2g × 105 km 3. If the layered chasma deposits are volcanic in origin,
their volume is consistent with the large magnitude of other proposed volcanic events on
Mars.
The thickness of the layered chasma deposits ranges from 2000 m in the southern
canyons to 5500 m in the north. These values are greater than the average thickness
of the proposed Amazonis ignimbrite, which is approximately 1750 m. Large terrestrial
ash-flows typically spread out in aprons from central vents on slopes of a few degrees
(Sheridan, 1979). Their thickness is greatest near the source and decreases laterally.
Scott and Tanaka (1982) also recognized that the Amazonis ignimbrite was thickest near
their proposed volcanic vents.
It could be proposed that the layered chasma deposits are ash-flow sheets with
their sources in Ophir and Candor chasmata where the deposits are thickest, but there
are severe problems with this hypothesis. First, there are no identifiable volcanic calderas
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Figure 35: The depressions (arrows) were proposed to be the sources for pyroclastic flows 
in the Amazonis Planitia region as described by Scott and Tanaka (1982) (p' icture no. 
637A76). 
3 5 2  
in Ophir and Candor chasmata. No depressionswere detectedsimilarto ones thatScott
and Tanaka (1982) suggested were sourcesfor volcanicmaterial in Amazonis Planitia
(fig.34). Even iftherewere major sourcesthere,the chasma wallthat separatesCandor
Chasma from Melas Chasma would have prevented volcanicavalanchesfrom spreading
intoMelas Chasma. In fact,flowsthatspread southward would have piledup against
the canyon wall,producing thickerdeposits.On the contrary,the plateaus of layered
depositsare characterizedby a fairlyuniformthickness.There presentlyisan opening in
the wall,but no evidence oflayereddepositscan be seennear thisentrance.In addition,
although the thicknessof layereddepositsdecreasesfrom north to south,there was no
systematicthinningofindividuallayersdetectedinthe highestresolutionViking images.
Over a distanceof hundreds of kilometers,one would expect to see beds taperingout
ifthey originatedfrom a centralsource.Itisthereforeunlikelythat therewas a major
sourceforvolcanism centeredin the northerncanyons.
Perhaps the plateausoflayereddepositswere formed by many smaller,localized
eruptionsscatteredthroughout the canyons. One would envisiona seriesof episodesin
which each event produced a layerof tuffand ash that subsequently covered the vent.
The magma conduits of subsequent eventswould have had to penetrate the previous
layersto erupt another continuoussheet.This might be expected to cause considerable
disruptionofpreviouslayers.The locationsof succesivevents probably would have had
to have been constantlychanging, or elsenoticablevolcanicedificeswould have been
built.Small explosiveeventson Earth tend to form centralcones similarto Mount St.
Helens,Washington, or Mount Mazama at the siteof Crater Lake, Oregon (Fisherand
Schmincke, 1984). The flowsof thesesmaller-scalepyroclasticeruptionstend to erode
channels in the flanksof the volcano (Sheridan,1979), producing stacksof elongate
deposits,instead of the more sheet-likelayersof largerflows.Individuallayersin the
plateausof layeredchasma depositsdo not show noticeablevariationsin thickness.It
seems improbable thata continuousseriesofsmalleruptionscould produce such uniform,
rhythmic layeringon the scalethat isseenin layeredchasma deposits.
Subaerialpyroclasticvolcanism does not seem to be a viablemechanism forthe
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deposition of the layered chasma deposits. It has been eliminated for further considera-
tion because there are no identifiable volcanic vents, and because rhythmic, continuous
layering in many separated canyons would not likely be produced by a series of small,
localized eruptions. Another form of pyroclastic volcanism that has not been previously
suggested is subaqueous volcanism. This process will be considered after discussion of
the lacustrine hypothesis.
Lacustrine Hypothesis
There have been speculationsthat the layeredchasma depositsmay have formed
in a low-energy,liquid-waterenvironment (McCauley, 1978; Lucchitta, 1981a; Carr,
1981). The depositionof the layereddepositsin standing bodies of water can readily
explainthe location,horizontality,lateralcontinuity,great thickness,and stratigraphic
relationshipswith other unitswithin the canyons.
Troughs locatedin activetectonicsettingson earth have produced great thick-
nessesofwater-laindeposits.The eastAfricanand the Baikalriftsproduced long-lasting
lakeswith sedimentary deposits2 to 5 km thick (King, 1976).The greatdepths of the
VallesMarineriscanyons and the largethicknessesofthe layereddeposits,togetherwith
the historyoftectonismofthat area,suggestthatlakeson Mars could have had histories
similartothose ofrift-valleylakeson earth.
As with any planetary photogeologicinvestigation,the complexity of geologic
processesand the limitationsof the data availablepreclude absolute confidencein de-
termining the originof the layereddeposits.Of the four hypotheses considered,itis
concluded that only depositionin a lacustrinenvironment or explosivevolcanism merit
furtherconsideration.However, because ofthe problems thatexistwith subaerialexplo-
sivevolcanism,itisconcluded that the layeredchasma depositsprobably were formed
in standing bodies of liquidwater. Ifthe sourceof the depositswas volcanic,the vol-
canism was most likelysublacustrine.Alternatively,the sediment that was depositedin
the lakesmay have come from the atmosphere or the canyon walls.The layeredchasma
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deposits provide the most convincing evidence for the former existence of standing water
bodies on a planet other than the Earth. A decisive determination of their origin will
only be reached once they are sampled directly.
Based on our present understanding of the evolution of the Martian atmosphere,
lakes on Mars would have been ice-covered (Wallace and Sagan, 1979; Carr, 1983; McKay
and others, 1985). The lacustrine hypothesis therefore presents a problem of how to
produce thick sedimentary deposits in ice-covered lakes. Three mechanisms will be con-
sidered in detail for the emplacement of sediment in the putative lakes: sedimentation
through the ice from above, infilling from the lake sides, and volcanic eruption from the
lake floor. However, it is difficult to constrain adequately all of the possibilities that
may have ocurred on Mars with the amount of data we have at this time. It is therefore
instructive to gather additional information from possible terrestrial analogs, in the hope
of being better able to understand sedimentation in martian lakes. The antarctic Dry
Valley Lakes were chosen for study, because they, too, have a perennially frozen ice cover,
and it is possible to obtain sediments and other pertinent data from this area. The next
section of this thesis will present the information and interpretation of sedimentation in
the ice-covered Dry Valley Lakes, and how it can be related to possible lakes on Mars.
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ANTARCTIC DRY VALLEY LAKES
Purpose of Investigation
Sedimentation in ice-covered lakes involves processes that are not understood
because, unlike temperate lakes, inflow streams are active during only a few months of
the year at most, and the permanent ice cover prevents windblown sediment from freely
entering the lake. The goals of this investigation are: to determine if sediment on the
ice surface can migrate downward through the ice and enter the liquid water system; to
resolve the mechanism(s) by which the sediment travels through the ice; and to determine
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covercontributeto the depositson the lakebottom. The answers to thesequestionsmay
help to constrainprocessesof sedimentationin ice-coveredlakesthat may have existed
on Mars.
Location and General Geography
The Dry Valleys are in one of the largestice-freeregionswithin a vast polar
desertsituatedin southern VictoriaLand, at the southern extent ofthe Transantarctic
Mountains, which stretchfrom the Ross Sea northward to the Weddell Sea. The valleys
cover an area of _ 4000 km 2 (Cartwrightand Harris,1981) between latitudes160° and
164° east,and longitudes76°301and 78°301south. Ice-coveredlakesthat are discussed
in thisstudy liewest ofMcMurdo Sound, in Wright and Taylor valleys(fig.36). Lake
Vanda liesin Wright Valley. The Onyx River, the main inflowstream, enters Lake
Vanda at itseastern end. There are no streams flowing out of Lake Vanda. Lakes
Bonney, Hoare, and FryxelllieinTaylorValley.TaylorGlacierdarns Lake Bonney at its
western end. The Canada GlacierseparatesLake Hoare to the west from Lake Fryxellto
the east.Although thereare numerous inflowstreams enteringtheselakes,the system is
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Figure 36: Index map of the Dry Valley area showing lakes within Wright and Taylor
Valleys.
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separatedfrom the Ross Sea to the eastby a low setof hillsat the easternmost portion
of the valley.
Climate
The Dry Valleysare freeoficechieflybecause they are cut offfrom the main ice-
sheetin East Antarcticaby the TransantarcticMountains. Other factorsalsocontribute
to theirdesert environment. Precipitationis low and localablation rates are high.
Snowfallaverages5-10cm/yr (Thompson and others1971a),and the sublimationratefor
snow isestimated to be _ 50 cm/yr (Harris,1981).The lower albedo ofrock compared
to snow and ice,togetherwith the low proportionof cloud cover,produce an annual
net radiationgain in the Dry Valleys(Thompson and others,i97ia). Katabatic winds,
which are most common in the winter months, traveldown valleyfrom the west. They
are warmed by adiabaticcompression,producing relativehumiditiesthat are typically
10 to 30_ (G.D. Clow, 1985,pers.commun.).
Mean wind speeds are 10-15 km/hr, although gale force winds do occur (Bull,
1966). Easterly winds that blow up-valley during the summer months bring most of
the precipitation (Bull, 1966; Thompson and others, 1971a). Air temperatures in the
Dry Valleys range from -55 ° C in winter to -{-10 ° C in midsummer; the annual mean is
N -20 ° C (Thompson and others, 1971b).
Paleoclimates are considered to have been as severe as the present one. As a result,
the permafrost layer is irregular and deep (Cartwright and Harris, 1981). Decker and
Bucher (1982) estimated that the permafrost is between 250 and 1000 m thick. During
summer months when there are 24 hours of daylight, the soil surface can warm to high
enough temperatures (20°C in some areas), to allow for surface water flow (Cartwright
and Harris, 1981). During this same period, the lakes also experience the effects of solar
radiation. The ice-cover frequently melts at the lake margins, forming a zone of open
water up to 3 m wide.
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General Geology
The Dry Valleysaxe locatedat the southeasternend ofthe TransantarcticMoun-
tains,which border the Precambrian shieldof East Antarctica.The region'sgeology is
typicalofthe TransantarcticMountains. The basement consistsofupper Precambrian to
lower Cambrian medium- to high-grademetasedimentaxy hornfelses,schists,and mar-
bles thatmake up the Skelton Group. The originalgreywackes and limestoneswere
complexly foldedduring the Ross Orogeny along predominantly north-southaxes. The
youngest basement rocks are massive dikesof graniteand lamprophyre. They crosscut
allotherbasement rocks,and togetherform the Granite Harbor Intrusives(Gunn and
Warren, 1962;Gibson and others,1983).
Flat-lying Devonian to Triassic sedimentary rocks of the Beacon Supergroup lie
uncomformably over the basement rocks (Gunn and Warren, 1962). The Beacon rocks
are thick sequences of non-rnaxine, fossil-poor sandstones (arkose, subgreywacke, and or-
thoquartzite), which were deposited in fluvial, lacustrine and eolian environments (Gib-
son and others, 1983). The basement complex provided the source rock for the sediment
of the Beacon Supergroup. A brief period of glaciation during the Jurassic followed
the formation of the Beacon sandstones, and glaciers eroded the formation to varying
depths. A great thickness of till, named the Mawson Tillite, was deposited on the irregu-
lar surface. During the same period, the basement complex and Beacon Supergroup were
intruded by the Ferrar Group, a massive formation of thick sills and sheets of dolerite.
A period of volcanicand tectonicquiescence followedthe emplacement of the
FerrarGroup in the Dry Valleys,duringwhich the only activitieswere erosiveprocesses
(Harris, 1981). This state continued until the Pliocene (4 Ma), when basaltic volcanism
began. McMurdo volcanism was minor in the Dry Valley region, and lasted until a few
hundred thousand years ago (Gibson and others, 1983). Only a few small cinder cones
and scoria patches were produced. In other regions such as Ross Island, volcanism was
more extensive, and it has continued up to the present. Continental glaciation was fully
developed by the late Miocene (10 Ma). The Dry Valleys are believed to have been
eroded by glacial ice from the polar plateau during this period of glaciation (Bockheim,
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1979; Harris,1981).More recentsiltytilland gravel,which overliethe glacialdeposits,
may be marine sediment that was depositedin fjords(Vucetich and Topping, 1972).
After the marine waters retreated,additionalepisodesof glaciationaffectedthe valleys
(Bockheim, 1979).The presentlakeswere formed lessthan 22,000yr ago,afterthe most
recentretreatof the Ross Ice Shelf(Denton and others,1970).
Description of Lakes
During the summer field season in 1984/85 (December through January) S. W.
Squyres performed field studies and took sediment samples of the areas in and around
lakes Vanda and Hoare. All the lake margin, inflow stream, and ice surface samples
used for analysis in the following sections were collected by him. Additional data and
observations were collected by the author at Lake Hoare during summer 1985 (November
and early December).
Wright Valley: Lake Vanda
Lake Vanda is located in Wright Valley, approximately 29 km west of Lower
Wright Glacier, and 18 km east of Upper Wright Glacier (fig. 36). It lies in the lowest
portion of Wright Valley in an undrained bedrock depression. The lake is approximately
5.5 km wide and 1.5 km long, covering an area of 8.2 km 2. It is deepest near the center of
the western portion, where water depths reach 68 m (Nelson and Wilson, 1972) (fig. 37).
The major stream that flows into Lake Vanda is the Onyx River (fig. 38). It originates
at the western terminus of the Lower Wright Glacier and flows 25 km westward, away
from the Ross Sea, down-valley into Lake Vanda. This reversal of drainage resulted
from there having been more glacial erosion in the region of the lake, and less erosion
and more deposition near the terminus of Lower Wright Glacier (Nichols, 1962). When
measurements were taken during the 1984/85 summer, the Onyx River was flowing at
the rate of 7.2 mS/sec, which is near its peak discharge.
The surface of Lake Vanda is perennially frozen, as are the other lakes described
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Figure 37: Bathymetric map of Lake Vanda from Nelson and Wilson (1972).
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in this study. The ice cover is between 2.5 and 3.5 m thick (Jones and others, 1971;
F.G. Love, 1984, pers. commun.). The character of Lake Vanda's ice cover is unique
among lakes Vanda, Bonney, Hoare, and Fryxell. There is sediment within the ice cover
of all the lakes, but the quantity is much less at Lake Vanda than at the other lakes
(fig. 39). In addition, at the other lakes most of the sediment accumulates in discrete
horizons within the ice cover, with few or no grains in between the layers, whereas at
Lake Vanda grains are scattered throughout the portions of ice between sediment layers
(R.A. Wharton, 1985, pers. commun.). The ice also is very porous. Air bubbles released
by divers are briefiy trapped against the bottom of the ice cover, and then gradually
disappear (G.M. Simmons, 1985, pers. commun.). Air channels at the base are up to
10 cm long, and may contribute to a permeable ice structure that allows sediment to
work their way through the channel network (F.G. Love, 1984, pers. commun.). The
surface of the ice is gently hummocky, has fractures 10-20 cm wide and 20-30 cm deep,
...... 1
and generally is free of sediment _lJt where o,,_,----11amounts ^r ...:__,,,,,__u,v,_l...... _: ._...... UA _J.AmeAzu
have been trapped in the fractures (fig. 40). The fractures are best developed along the
lake margins.
During the summer the ice cover melts away from the lake margin exposing 2-3
m of water. At the eastern end where the Onyx River enters the lake, the open area is
wider. The temperature of the lake water is close to 0 ° C directly below the ice, and
warms to 25 ° C at the bottom of the lake (Nichols, 1962; Wilson and Wellman, 1962).
It was proposed by Ragotzkie and Likens (1964) that the heating was solely due to solar
heating of the water column; subsurface advection from thermal springs was rejected on
the basis that water was migrating from the lake into the ground. Because there are
no outlet streams, the greatest water loss from Lake Vanda is by evaporation. During
this process, salts are left behind, making the water saline. The lake is stratified by
density resulting partly from differences in chemical composition. The water just below
the ice is very low in dissolved salts, while the bottom water is a saline brine (Wilson
and Wellman, 1962). The high bottom temperatures are in part maintained by the lack
of mixing in the water column. Very little light penetrates down into the deep region of
the lake, but due to the very high stability of the salt-rich layers, the thermal transport
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Figure 38: The Onyx River flowing into the eastern end of Lake Vanda. 
Figure 39: The ice on Lake Vanda is virtually sediment-free. 
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isvery efficientand high temperatures result(C.P.McKay, 1986, person,commun.).
An interesting ecosystem exits on the bottom of Lake Vanda, and other lakes in
Wright and Taylor valleys. Algal mat communities have been found to be thriving in
this very harsh environment of low light levels, low temperatures (as well as the higher
temperatures in Lake Vanda), high salinities, and low to nonexistent water flow. Parker
and others (1982) reported that the organisms leave the lake system by first lifting
off from the bottom of the lake buoyed with bubbles of photosynthetically produced
oxygen. The clumps of alga ! mat then float upward toward the bottom of the ice cover
and become frozen into the ice that forms when the colder season sets in. They migrate
upward through the ice as ice is ablated from the upper surface, and new ice is formed
on the lower surface. When the algal mat pieces reach the upper surface in 5-10 years,
they are freeze-dryed and dispersed by winds.
Analysisof sediment from Lake Vanda has been performed by Cartwright and
others(1974)and Nelson and Wilson (1972)through the use of cores.Cartwright and
others (1974)presenteda tentativegeologichistoryof Lake Vanda in which they sug-
gestedthatthere was a marine incursionduring which 6.7 m ofsediment was deposited
over the graniticbasement. A period of glaciationfollowed,and 2.2 m of tillwas de-
posited.The tillisoverlainby 3.5 m oflacustrinesediment. Nelson and Wilson (1972)
reportedon the characterof the lacustrinedeposits.They noted that sediment inwater
shallowerthan 60 m was depositedin an aerobicenvironment. The sediment ismassive,
medium- to coarse-grained, quartzofeldspathic sand (0.24-1.0 mm grain size), overlain by
a layer of lighter-colored, biogenic detritus up to 13 cm thick. Below a water depth of 60
m, the environment is anaeorbic. The sediment emits a strong H2S odor and consists of
grey to green sandy mud (mean grain size < 0.06 ram) and muddy fine and medium sand
(mean grain size 0.125-0.5 mm) with a 6_ content (by weight) of fine organic matter,
and significant quantities of apparently authigenic calcite. The cores from the deeper
portions are also broadly stratified. A white calcite and gypsum crust, found 4 to 10
cm below the surface, commonly separates sediment that consists of poorly laminated
organic material and fine- to medium-grained sand above, from thick sandy mud and
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muddy sand rich in organic material and calcite below. Locations nearer to the margin
of the lake were more dimcult to core because they became increasingly gravelly, resem-
bling the sand above the present shore of Lake Vanda. Near the lake margin where the
summer melt zone forms, an interesting feature was observed during summer 1984/85.
In some locations, a ridge of poorly sorted sediment that is typically 2 m wide and 30-50
cm high formed on the lake bottom close to the edge of the ice and roughly parallel to
the shoreline.
Former lake levels were recognized by Jones and others (1971) and Smith and
Friedman (1974). Old shorelines produce a stairstep-like pattern on the surrounding
moraine. The "risers" have a slope of ~ 20 °, the "steps" are nearly level. The deposits
have no internal stratification. Jones and others (1971) described the ancient beaches as
being poorly sorted to very poorly sorted sand with sediment ranging in size from > 4
_m__mto clay. They concluded that the conditions during the deposition of these higher
shorelines were similar to those that exist today. If there was more open water, wave
action would have sorted the high-level beach sediment better than the poorly sorted
sediment of the present lake shore. Smith and Friedman (1974) described not only
former beaches, but also former lacustrine deposits that are perched up to 60 m above
the present lake level. They suggested that the ancient shorelines are erosional features
that date back to the time of initial lake expansion, when wind-generated waves along the
ice-free margins cut into the older colluvium. The lacustrine deposits are mostly poorly
sorted, fine to coarse sand with a thin veneer of lag gravel. Bedding is rare, but where it
does occur it dips --_ 5° lakeward. No presence of organic matter was mentioned. Smith
and Friedman concluded that Lake Vanda, and perhaps other lakes in the Dry Valleys,
experienced only one main cycle of lake expansion in response a regional climatic event.
Taylor Valley Lakes
Lake Bonney. Lake Bonney is the westernmost lake in Taylor Valley (fig. 36).
Its western shore abuts against Taylor Glacier, and it is within a few hundred meters
of the Rhone Glacier terminus to the northwest. The lake covers an area of _ 3.2
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km 2, and has a mean depth of 18.7 m. The highest water temperature, -t-2 ° C, occurs
at approximately 15 m below the surface, the temperature then decreases to -4 ° C
towards the lake bottom {Shirtcliffe and Banseman, 1964) . The ice cover is _ 3.7 m
thick, and sand lenses occur at N 1.3 m below the ice surface {F.G. Love, 1984, pers.
commun.). This lake was not investigated in this study, but it is mentioned here to
illustrate its similarities, such as the sediment-filled ice cover, and its differences, such
as the temperature regime, compared to other lakes in the Dry Valleys.
Lake Hoare. Lake Hoare is situated west of the Canada Glacier and east of the
Suess Glacier and Lake Chad, in Taylor Valley (fig. 36). It is approximately 3200 m
long and 550 m wide, covering an area of _ 1.8 × 10 e m 2. The lake is divided into
two basins. The deepest area in the eastern portion of the lake is _ 1.5 km west of
the Canada Glacier, and is 30 m deep. In the western portion of the lake, the deepest
location is about midway along the length of the lake, and is also 30 m deep (fig. 41,
F.G. Love, 1984, pers. commun.). Lake Hoare has at least five inflow streams during the
summer season. The major one enters the lake at its northeastern margin. No streams
drain Lake Hoare, because the Canada Glacier blocks the down-valley end of the lake.
The water temperature is 0° to 1 ° C (Wharton others, 1983), which is cooler than the
temperatures recorded in the other lakes discussed in this study. As in lakes Vanda,
Bonney, and Fryxell, algal mats thrive on the lake bottom.
During the summer months, the surface of the ice cover is extremely irregular.
Troughs up to 1 m deep cover the surface (fig. 42). In one location (fig. 42), the ice
structure consists of two layers of icicles, each N 30 cm thick, separated by a thin layer
of solid ice. The top icicle layer also is capped by a thin layer of solid ice. Sand layers
with pieces of algal mat mixed in lie on the floors of the troughs. Under overhangs where
there are wind shadows, pieces of algal mat tend to concentrate in greater quantities.
Depressions in the ice surface in between the troughs also contain sand in layers up to
1 cm thick. Also scattered on the surface are boulders up to 2 m in diameter. An aerial
view from 900 m above the lake shows that 40-50_ of the ice surface is covered with
sediment (fig. 43). The sand was most likely transported onto the ice by wind, and the
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Figure 41: Bathymetric map of Lake Hoare (from F.G. Love, written pers. commun.)
showing sample locationsand theirdescription.
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Figure 42: Sediment-filled troughs up to 1 m deep pervade the surface of Lake Hoare. 
Scale is 1 m. 
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Figure 43: A n  aerial view of Lake Hoare looking eastward toward the Canada Glacier, 
900 m above the surface. 40-50% of the ice is covered with sediment. 
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irregularities in the surface provide traps in which the sediment is deposited.
The average thickness of the ice covering Lake Hoare is 4.7 m (F.G. Love, 1984,
pers. commun.). Sand and pieces of algal mat occur as ,_ 20 cm thick; discontinuous
lenses 1-2 m below the ice surface that may extend laterally for meters. Sand also occurs
in small, centimeter-sized pockets in the top 1 m of the ice cover. By comparing the
stratigraphy of three holes melted in the ice cover, it has been shown that the tabular
sand lenses do not correlate from one hole to the next. Above the tabular sand lenses
the ice is porous, containing irregular and frothy air bubbles (F.G. Love, 1984, pers.
commun.). Below the sand lenses, extended air bubbles form narrow vertical channels
up to 1.5 m long (fig. 44) (R.A. Wharton, 1985, pers. commun.). Groups of parallel
air channels start and end at the same depths below the surface. These groups may be
repeated two to three times in a vertical column of ice. At the top of any one group of
air channels, pieces of algal mat are frequently found.
Unlike Lake Vanda, Lake Hoare does not appear to have any remnants of old
shorelines. The material at the present shoreline is coarse and poorly sorted, with
boulders up to 0.5 m in size (fig. 45). The bank is steeper above the present water level
and flattens out to a gentle slope below, as in Lake Vanda, although no ridge near the
lake margin where the lake is ice-free was observed.
A sand bank inferredto be ofeolianoriginliesat the eastend ofthe lakeagainst
the Canada Glacier.Itisapproximately 10-15m wide and 50 m long and isorientedwith
itslongaxisparalledto the glacier.A minor amount of cobbles,which were sloughed
offthe face of the glacier,are intermixed with the sand. During the summer, several
small melt streams flow from the steep,15 to 20 m high terminus of the glacieronto
the sand bank. As the streams flowover the sand bank, they cut channels that expose
internalayeringand form deltasas they enterthe lake.The largestinflowstream flows
alongthe western margin of the glacier(fig.46).At the locationand time when stream
gauging data were obtained,itwas an approximately 3-m-wide braided stream with a
depth < 10 cm. The stream travelsmore than 100 m from the locationwhere itleaves
the glacierto where itentersthe lake. On one warm day during the summer 1984//85
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Figure 44: Cross-section of part of the ice cover on Lake Hoare. Air bubbles form vertical 
channels up to 1.5 m long. Scale is 1 meter. 
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Figure 45: The shoreline at Lake Hoare is made of poorly sorted sediment. Scale is 1 m. 
Figure 46: The largest stream flows into Lake Hoare on the western side of the Canada 
Glacier. 
314 
when data were obatained,the dischargewas 0.06 mS/sec. Smaller streams to the west
flowed during daytime hours, but ceasedat night when glaciersor snowfieldsat their
sourcesno longerwere melting.
Sediment samples were collectedfrom locationsshown on Figure 41. Samples
were collectedfrom the icecover (LHDH1, LHDH2, LHDH3) and lakebottom (100,102,
103,105,and 106)during the summer of1980/81 by F.G. Love, and from the icesurface
(13A and B), inflowstream (12),lakemargin (14A and B), and sand bank at the east
end of the lake(11A, B, and C) during the summer 1984/85.
Lake Fryxell.Lake Fryxelllieseastof Lake Hoare in Taylor Valley,between the
Canada Glacier to the west, and the Commonwealth Glacierto the east. The lake is
approximately 5 km by 1.5kin,coveringan areaof--,7.5km 2,and is11-18 m deep. The
temperature of the lakevariesfrom ±0.01°C directlybelow the icecover,to 2.2°C at a
depth of 10 m (Hoare and others,1965).Small,intermittentstreams flowintoboth the
north and south sidesofthe lakeduringthe summer months. A larger,unnamed stream
that originatesat the Commonwealth Glacierflowsintothe lakeat itseasternend. No
informationpresentlyexistson itsseasonaldischargerate.
The thicknessof the icecover on Lake Fryxellis4.5 m (Hoare and others,1965;
R.A. Wharton, 1985, pers. commun.). Tabular sand lenses_-,5 cm thick are located
_,,1.0 m below the surface. During the summer months, a well-developedmelt zone
forms at the lakemargins. Cores from the bottom sediment revealcoarse sediment (1
cm to 2 ram) that includespyroclasticmaterialderivedfrom Mt. Erebus, which ison
the easternborder ofthe Ross Sea,calcitegrainsconcentratedin the stromatolites,and
Fe-Mg mineralsconcentratedinbetween the algallayers.A preliminaryradiocarbonage
for sediment taken _ 70 cm below the surfaceof the lakebottom is 10,300±400 years
(F.G. Love, 1984, pers. commun.). The characterof Lake Fryxell'sice cover issimilar
to that at Lake Hoare.
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Grain Size Analysis
Purpose and Procedure
The purpose of comparing grain size distributions of samples taken from different
localities within and around Lake Hoare was to determine the dominant mechanism re-
sponsible for deposition of lake-bottom sediment. The three possibilities are: downward
transport through the ice cover, transport into the lake from the inflowing streams, and
slumping of material from the lake margin.
Lake Hoare was chosen for this study because a fairly complete data set was
acquired for this lake only. Small cores of sediment from the lake bottom (6-10 cm
long and 2 cm in diameter) where obtained from G.M. Simmons at Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University. Samples of sediment from within the ice cover, which
were retrieved in the process of melting dive holes, were provided by F.G. Love, formerly
at Virginia Polytechnic Institute. Sediment samples from the surface of the ice, the
lake margins, and an inflowing stream were supplied by S.W. Squyres at NASA Ames
Research Center. Figure 41 shows the sample locations with brief descriptions.
The samples required only minor preparation for analysis. Suspended sediment
was removed by washing each sample in distilled water and pouring off the liquid con-
taining the clay-sized particles into a separate beaker. The wet sample and the beaker
containing the suspended sediment were then dried in an oven. The sample was gently
mixed in a ceramic mortar with a rubber pestle to break up any clumps that may have
formed, and then split and weighed a number of times, depending on how large the
original sample was. The suspended sediment was weighed separately, and the weight
was added to the weight of the portion of sediment finer than the smallest sieve (4.0_b
in this study). This procedure was followed for the wet samples, which were in the ma-
jority. The few dry samples were merely split and weighed. Each sample was sieved at
whole phi intervals, the largest mesh used was -1.99_b (3.962 mm), and the smallest 4.0_b
(0.063 ram). The stack of sieves was placed in a Derrick sieving machine that vibrated
the sample for fifteen minutes. Each phi interval was weighed to the nearest 0.01 gm.
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The results of the sieving analyses are presented in Table 3 in their raw form, and
in Figure 47 as cumulative size-frequency curves (using cumulative-probability plots).
Histograms or cumulative size-frequencey graphs using a normal scale were not used
for analysis because Folk (1980) argued that the greatest amount of information can be
extracted from cumulative log-probability size-frequency graphs. A number of statistical
parameters of grain size distribution were then produced from each curve. Graphic mean
(Mz), median (Md), inclusive graphic standard deviation (az), inclusive graphic skewness
(Skz), and kurtosis (KG), presented in Table 4, were calculated according to the formulas
of Folk (1980):
M_ = ¢16+ ¢50 + ¢843 (1)
Md- ¢50 (2)
¢84 - _b16 ¢95 - ¢5
ai = 4 + 6.6 (3)
_16 -}- _b84 - 2_b50 _b5 -}- _95 -- 2_b50
Ski ---- 2(_b84 - _b16) + 2(_b95 - _5) (41
¢95 - ¢5
Ka = 2.44(¢75 - ¢25). (5)
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Figure 47: Cumulative size-frequencycurves of the grain-sizedistributionsof sample
from Lake Hoare.
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Table 3: Results of sieve analyses for sediment samples from in and around Lake Hoare,
Antarctica. Sample locations are shown in Figure 41. Cumulative frequency plots are
presented in Figure 4T.
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Table 4. Statisticalanalysesofgrain-sizedistributionsfrom samples inand around
Lake Hoare. Formulas forstatisticsarefrom Folk (1980).Sample locationsarepresented
in Figure 41.
Sample Mean (_) Median (_) Std. Deviation (_)
LHDH1 0.66 0.67 1.21
LHDH2 1.41 1.45 0.85
LHDH3 1.37 1.4 0.82
I00 1.17 1.2 0.81
102 1.23 1.25 1.05
103 1.34 1.35 0.94
105 1.02 1.35 0.98
106 1.30 1.30 0.88
11A
lIB
IIC
12
13A
13B
1.32
1.43
0.32
1.03
1.39
1.27
-1.09
-0.41
14A
1.35
1.45
1.0
1.2
1.35
1.30
-1.99
-0.7514B
0.80
0.78
1.44
1.34
1.09
1.02
1.28
1.57
Skewness Kurtosis
-0.063 0.97
-0.07 1.06
-0.10 1.29
-0.013 I n_JL._J |
-0.01 1.08
-0.004 1.13
0.03 1.06
0.01 0.63
-0.10
-0.002
-0.32
-0.17
0.03
0.01
0.5
0.23
1.04
1.08
1.01
1.03
1.02
0.93
0.89
0.63
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Results and Discussion
Visher (1969) proposed that straight line segments separated by discrete points,
which mark a change in slope within individual cumulative probablity curves of grain-
size distribution, can be interpreted as sub-populations. The modes of transportation
represented by these characteristic slope changes are inferred to reflect suspension, salta-
tion, and surface creep or rolling processes (Visher, 1969). This explanation has been
criticized. Walton and others (1980) showed that cumulative frequency curves with sim-
ilarly sloped segments can be reproduced by a variety of mixing and truncation models.
Nevertheless, Visher (1969) has observed that combinations of characteristic slopes do
occur repeatedly in many sedimentary depositional environments, and it is helpful to
apply Visher's method of grain-size distribution analysis to the curves from Lake Hoare
sediment.
A first look at the curves reveals them to be much simpler than those of shoreline
and dune environments (Visher, 1969). Except for samples 11B, 11C, 14A, and 14B,
there are no obvious breaks in the slopes of the curves. The length and slope of the
simpler curves may be compared to the central portion of common curves, the "saltation
population. _ The curves for Lake Hoare sediment from the ice cover, lake bottom, and
sand bank, are most similar to the grain-size curve typical of dunes reported by Visher
(1969), although the median grain size is greater by 1-2_b, and the sediment more poorly
sorted than the sediment reported by Visher (1969). The coarse size is a result of the
strong winds that are constantly blowing up or down the Dry Valleys. A stronger wind is
capable of moving larger grains than are typically moved in an eolian environment, and
it can also transport a larger range of grain sizes. The poor sorting is a resut of trapping
and mixing of sediment. The resulting grain-size population is not from a single event,
but rather it represents a range of wind conditions.
The samples that depart from the dune sand curve are the stream and lake margin
deposits, and the delta and lag deposits from the sand bank (sample numbers 12, and
14A and B, 11B and C respectively). The break in slope of the curves from samples
11B and 11C is located in the largest grain sizes. Sample 11B was taken from a small
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delta on the sand bank and may represent the concentration of coarser particles in the
topset or upper forset beds. Sample 11C is from an eolian lag deposit. The coarse
grains presumably fell off the face of the glacier and were later concentrated by the
wind. Samples 14A and 14B are from the lake margin. Sample 14A was taken from the
surface where it seemed that the smaller grain sizes had been winnowed away by eolian
processes. Sample 14B is from _ 40 cm below the surface. Both samples show evidence
of eolian winnowing of fine grains.
The grain-sizedistributionsforlakebottom samples 103,105,and 106 allshow a
change in slope at the 3.0_bsize.The fine-grainedsediment population may have been
transportedintothe lakeby the inflowingstreams,and itsabundance may reflectsorting
processeswithin the lake.
The statisticalparameters derivedfrom each cumulative-probabilitycurve pro-
duce a quantitativemethod for comparing grain-sizedistributions.Itis important to
understand the significanceofeach parameter. The equation used fordeterminingmean
grain sizeisbased upon threepointson the curve,and ittakes intoconsiderationany
deviationsfrom a normal distribution.Differencesbetween mean and median resultfrom
thesedeviations.Standard deviationisa measure ofthe sortingofthe sample. Skewness
isa measure of the asymmetry of the grainsizedistribution.A symmetrical curve has
a skewness valueof 0.00,and the theoreticalextremes have valuesof %1.00 and -1.00.
A positivelyskewed sample has a tailor excessof finegrains,and a negativelyskewed
sample has a tailof coarse grains.Kurtosisisa measure of the peakedness of a curve.
A normal curve has a kurtosisvalue of1.00.Values lessthan 1.00are platykurtic,hav-
ing tailsthat are bettersortedthan the centralportion. Values greaterthan 1.00 are
leptokurtic;the centralprotion of the curve isbettersorted than the tails.Although
skewness isbelievedto be environment-sensitive,itseems thatkurtosisisnot (Friedman,
1961).Mason and Folk (1958),on the other hand, found that kurtosisvaluesprovided
a way to separateeolianfiatsediment from dune and beach sediment. Itiscontrover-
sialwhether kurtosisvaluesadd anything to statisticalgrainsizeanalysisbut confusion
(Sedimentation Seminar, 1981).
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The statistical parameters in Table 4 reveal the important relationships between
the various groups of samples. The lake margin sediment samples (14A and 14B) are
coarser and more poorly sorted than the lake bottom sediment samples (100, 102, 103,
105, and 106). Sediment in the inflow stream (12) have a similar grain size, but the
sorting (standard deviation) is much poorer than the lake bottom sediment. Sediment
from within the ice cover (LHDH2 and LHDH3, excluding LHDH1) and the surface of
the ice (13A and 13B) have mean grain size and standard deviation values in the same
range as the lake bottom sediment. The representative sample from the sand bank (llA)
has a mean grain size also in the same range as the lake bottom sediment, and a standard
deviation that is slightly lower. The skewness and sorting values of the sand bank are not
typical of eolian sands. In eolian sand skewness values are ususally positive, and sorting
is usually excellent (McKee, 1979), whereas this sample is slightly negatively skewed,
and moderately sorted. Although the sand bank would appear to be a product of eolian
processes, the atypical skewness and sorting values may be a result of unusually strong
winds.
The grain size analyses are consistent with the hypothesis that transport through
the ice is the dominant sedimentation mechanism in Lake Hoare. The sediment on the
lake bottom are similar in their size distribution to sediment on the surface and within
the ice cover, and less similar to sediment from the lake margins and inflow stream.
Because the mean grain size and distribution of the sediment from the ice cover and
lake bottom are similar to the sand bank at the east of the lake, it is probable that the
dominant mode of transportation and deposition of the grains was eolian with perhaps
some fluvial reworking.
Mineralogy
Procedure
The samples from Lake Hoare were analyzed for their mineralogy to test further
the hypothesis that the sediment in the ice cover is most similar to that in the lake
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bottom. To cut the sediment into thin sections, the disaggregated samples were cast
in petro-poxy. The thin sections were each examined for general mineralogical content,
and then reexamined in a point-count analysis. From 160 to 200 grains were counted in
each sample. Points were grouped into quartz, feldspar, and rock fragments according
to the scheme of Folk (1980), in which "quartz" includes all types of monocrystalline
and polycrystalline, coarse quartz, but not chert. Monocrystalline "accessory" minerals,
including micas and pyroxenes, are listed as "other" grains. The results are presented
in Table 5.
Results and Discussion
The entire group of sediment has a very limited range in composition. Using Folk's
.1.._;_4.;,.,... rlosn_ _o sampl_ are rnn_if]_rec] Rllhmature lithic arkosic to feldspathic
lithic sand. The feldspar content is between 30-45_, rock fragments 17-41_, and quartz
28-44_. The high feldspar content in these sediment can be attributed to the cold,
dry climate of the Dry Valleys, which inhibits feldspar decomposition. Under these
conditions, feldspars are eliminated mostly by abrasion. In these samples, the majority of
feldspars are plagioclase and orthoclase. The lithic constituent is made of felsic plutonic
fragments with subordinate amounts of mafic volcanics, and marble. The majority of
quartz is undulatory. The minerals that are grouped under the heading "other" include
orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene with lesser, varying amounts of biotite, chlorite, olivine,
and hornblende.
There is very little variability in the percentages of quartz, feldspar, rock frag-
ments and "other" grains. A ternary diagram comparing the three essential constituents,
quartz, feldspar and rock fragments is presented in figure 48. The most obvious separa-
tion among the samples is in their rock fragment percentages. Samples from the inflow
stream and lake margin contain more rock fragments than the other samples. In gen-
eral, the coarser-grained samples also contain more rock fragments. Samples from on and
within the ice cover, the lake bottom, and sand bank are mineralogically homogenous,
in that the ternary diagram does not separate out any one of these groups.
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Table 5. Mineralogicalpoint count data ofsamples from Lake Hoare. Values are
givenin percentages.
Sample Quartz (%) Feldspar(%) Rock Frags. (%) Other(%)
LHDH1 23 26 24 27
LHDH2 33 30 14 23
LHDH3 22 29 20 29
102 23 30 25 22
103 29 26 15 30
105 19 25 20 36
106 23 30 20 27
llA 24 24 17 35
llB 23 28 20 29
llC 21 28 17 34
12 21 23 25 31
13A 29 33 14 24
13B 24 31 17 28
14A 19 20 27 34
14B 24 24 23 29
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Figure48: Ternary diagram showing mineralogicalrelationshipsamong the samples from
Lake Hoare.
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The mineralogicaldata alone do not unequivocallyshow that the lake bottom
sediment aremost similarto the sediment from the icecover.They do, however, provide
weak support for the hypothesisbecause the samples from the lake margin and inflow
stream differthe most from the lakebottom samples.
Microscopic Analysis of Quartz Grain Textures
Purpose and Procedure
The study ofquartz grainsurfacetexturesby scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM)
has become a usefulmethod for relatingsurfacefeaturesto specificenvironments of
transportationand deposition(Margolisand Krinsley,1974; Hilland Nadeau, 1984). By
recognizingvariousmechanical and chemical surfacemarkings on a number of grains
from the same sample, it ispossibleto make an environmental interpretation.The
major limitationin thismethod of analysisisthat thereisno singlemechanical feature
diagnosticofan environment or ofan abrasionprocess(Krinsleyand Doornkamp, 1973).
Nevertheless,by producing a semi-quantativeanalysisof the featureson a number of
grains,itisusually possibleto make conclusionson the originand transporthistory
of the grains. In thisstudy,itwas most important to determine ifthere is a strong
similaritybetween sediment from the lakebottom, and sediment from the icecover,lake
margin, or inflowingstream.
Samples LHDH2 (ice cover), 12 (inflow stream), 14B (lake margin), and 102 (lake
bottom) were chosen for analysis. Preparation of the samples followed the methods de-
scribed in Krinsley and Doornkamp (1973). Grains from the 0.25-0.50mm (2 - l_b) size
range were selected because that interval includes to the mean of most of the samples.
The samples were boiled in a 50% solution of HC1 for ten minutes, and then washed in
distilled water. Twenty-five grains were randomly chosen from each sample and mounted
on metal specimen stubs using double sided tape. The stubs were then coated with a
gold-palladium alloy. A Cambridge Stereoscan 250 Mk2 scanning electron microscope
was used to examine all the samples. First, each grain was inspected with an X-ray
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analyzer to determine that the grain was indeed quartz, and then the entire grain was
photographed at a low resolution. Further examination was performed at magnifica-
tions up to 8,000X, in order to identify smaller features. Ten grains from each sample
were photographed and studied in order to provide enough data for a semi-quantitative
analysis of the textures.
Results
The grains were analyzed for three main types of surface features: grain outline
and degree of rounding, evidence of mechanical abrasion, and chemical alteration. Be-
cause each grain has various degrees and combinations of these features, it was necessary
to create five categories to which each grain could be assigned. Examples of the five grain
types are presented in Figure 49. The descriptions of the grain types are as follows:
Type A. Grain outlinehighly angular;fresh conchoidal fractures;high relief;
smooth fracturesurfaces;featuresmay be slightlyrounded by precipitationand solution.
Type B. Grain outlinesubangular;medium relief;relictconchoidalfracturesmay
appear somewhat abraded; chemical precipitationand solutionparticularlyon faces;
some edges show abrasionin the form oflargebreakage blocks.
Type C. Grain outlinesubrounded; no angular protrusions;medium to low re-
lief;relictfracturessubdued by much abrasionand chemical precipitationand solution;
heavilyabraded edges show largebreakageblocksand some small breakage blocks.
Type D. Grain outlinewellto verywellrounded; low relief;no relectfractures;
dish-shapedconcavities;grainsurfacemostlysmallblocksand upturned cleavageplates
that may be smoothed or accentuatedby chemical activity.
Type E. Grain with freshfracturesurfacemaking up more than 10% of grain;
originalsurfacemay be likeC or D.
A histogram foreach sample ispresentedinfigure50,which shows the number of
grainsassignedto each graintype (A-E).These resultsindicatethat allofthe samples
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Figure 49: The five quartz grain types used to classify the samples from Lake Hoare (A, 
B, c, D, E). 
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Figure 49: continued 
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Figure 50: Histograms showing the number of grains in each grain type (A-E) for samples
from Lake Hoare.
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have the same range of grain textures, but no samples have obvious, striking similarities.
The most common type of abrasion throughout these samples is small breakage blocks
and upturned cleavage plates (fig. 49). The arrangement of these features is indicative
of an eolian environment, which suggests that eolian transport plays an important role
in continually redistributing the sediment in all of the subenvironments studied. This
part of the study supports the mineralogical results that the sediment seems to represent
a single population.
Estimation of Sediment Flux
An estimate of the sedimentation rates from the inflow streams was calculated
from discharge rates and the quantity of suspended sediment in the streams. Data were
obtained for both lakes Hoare and Vanda during the summer season of 1984/85. It was
determined that, at the time of data acquisition, the streams were very near their peak
discharge rates for the season (S.W. Squyres, 1985, pets. commun.).
The stream discharge rate for the inflowing stream into Lake Hoare was 0.06
mS/sec during the peak of the summer and there was 2.41 × 10-2gin/1 of suspended
sediment in the stream water. The Onyx River at Lake Vanda was discharging at a rate
of 7.24 mS/sec, and the quantity of suspended sediment was 5.42 × 10 -2 gm/1. If one
assumes that the bulk density of the sediment is 2.5 gm/cm s, the volume of sediment
in the water for Lake Hoare is 9.6 × 10 -6 m s sediment/m s H20, and 2.2 × 10 -s m s
sediment/m s H20 for Lake Vanda.
Chinn (1982) reported that the average annual discharge for the Onyx River over
a ten year period (1969/70 to 1979/80) was 2 × 10e m s. There are no similar results
reported in the literature for the inflow stream into Lake Hoare. In order to arrive at
a similar figure for Lake Hoare, it was assumed that the discharge rate recorded during
the summer 1984/85 at Lake Hoare was also at its peak. The ratio of the peak discharge
of the Onyx River to its average annual discharge is thus inferred to be equal to the
ratio of the peak discharge of the inflow stream into Lake Hoare to its average annual
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dischargerate (which isunknown). Using the equalityof these two ratios,the average
annum dischargeof the inflowstream at Lake Hoare was calculatedto be 1.6× 104 ms.
The sedimentation rate due to the inflowstream is the product of the average
dischargeand the volume of suspended sediment. For Lake Hoare, the sedimentation
rateis0.15mS/yr, and for Lake Vanda itis43.4mS/yr. Itisevidentfrom these results
that thereisa greatvariabilitybetween thesedimentationrateofthe Onyx River (Lake
Vanda), and the inflowstream into Lake Hoare. Not only is there more than twice
as much suspended sediment in the Onyx River water, but the dischargerate is also
more than one hundred times greater.The two lakesalsodifferin the basinswhere the
sediment eventuallysettle.The inflowingstream at Lake Hoare entersnear the deepest
portionofthe lake,the Onyx River entersLake Vanda atthe easternend inthe shallowest
part,which i_cut offfrom the main body by a peninsulajuttingout from the southern
margin. Most ofthe sediment enteringby the Onyx River are prevented from migrating
intothe deeper portionsof Lake Vanda by the land barrier.Contribution of sediment
from the ice cover on Lake Vanda alsoisminimal, because the icecontainsvery little
sediment. Diversinvestigatingwest of the peninsulareported that only a thin veneerof
sediment coversthe bedrock at the lakebottom (F.G. Love, 1984,pers. commun.).
The maximum age ofthe lakesasdetermined from the historyofrecentglaciation
in the valleysalsoconstrainsthe sedimentationmechanisms of the lakes.The Ross Ice
Shelfmost recentlyexpanded N 22,000 yr ago,blockingoffTaylor Valleyto form glacial
Lake Washburn (Denton and others,1970).Ifone considersLake Hoare to be no older
than 22,000yr,and the amount ofsuspended sediment in the inflowstream tobe N 10%
of the totalamount of sediment (bed loadand suspended load),an average thicknessof
only ,_19 mm of sediment would have accumulated at the bottom of Lake Hoare, ifthe
only sediment input was from the stream. Because sediment coresover50 cm in length
have been retrievedfrom the lakebottom, itappears that most of the sediment in Lake
Hoare was transportedintothe system by another mechanism.
Lake Vanda, however, does not requireanother mechanism toproduce the thick-
nessofsediment recordedeastofthe peninsula.Using the same assumptions as forLake
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Hoare (above), an average thickness of 4.8 m of sediment would have been deposited east
of the peninsula by the Onyx River. Cartwright and others (1974) drilled through -_ 4
m of lacustrine sediment before reaching glacial deposits. Little sediment is evidently
brought into the system from the ice cover on Lake Vanda, because at present the ice is
virtually free of debris and there is little sediment at the bottom of the main portion of
the lake.
Interpretation
The results from the analyses of grain size distribution, mineralogy, quartz grain
textures, and estimation of sediment flux best support the hypothesis that the dominant
mode of sedimentation in Lake Hoare is through the ice cover. The mean grain size and
sorting of the samples from the lake bottom are most similar to the samples from the
ice cover. The point count analyses showed that the mineralogical content varies very
little throughout the subenvironments, although the samples from the lake margin and
inflow stream differ the most from the other samples, which supports the results from
the grain size distributions. The distribution of quartz grain textures does not, however,
show any particular differences between the samples. The various subenvironments seem
to represent a single, fairly homogeneous population.
The mechanism of sedimentation was further tested by estimating the sediment
flux via the inflowing stream throughout the history of Lake Hoare. These results show
that the stream contributed only a fraction of the sediment that has been recovered from
the lake bottom. Together with the previous results, one can conclude that the majority
of sediment presently on the bottom of Lake Hoare most likely entered into the lake
system by migrating through the ice cover.
Processes of Sedimentation Through Ice
Two methods were considered for transport of sediment through the ice cover:
(1) grains melt their way through the ice by absorbing solar energy, and (2) individual
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grainswork theirway through verticalchannelsand/or cracksinthe icethatform during
the summer season. The firstmethod was theoreticallyanalyzed by G.D. Clow and C.P.
McKay (person.commun.), and the secondmethod isbased on the observationaldata.
Grains Melting Through Ice
C.P. McKay and G.D. Clow (1985,pers. commun.) theorizedwhether particles
could melt through a 5 m thick ice cover in a Dry Valleylake. They calculatedthe
particlesizerequiredto melt the surroundingiceat a variousdepths within an icecover,
assuming that energy isabsorbed by theparticleand isconducted away by the ice.The
problem was simplifiedby treatingthe iceas an infiniteslaband the particlea spherically
symmetrical heat source.This assumption isreasonablebecause a grainismuch smaller
than the thicknessof the icecover.The amount of energy _k_^__._ _¢,uouue,,by ,,eparticleon
the surfaceofthe ice (includingabsorptionof the reflectedupwellinglight)isgiven as
q = Fo(1 - _)_rr2 (6)
where Fo isthe energy fluxincidenton the top of the icecover,_ isthe albedo ofthe
particle,and r isthe radiusofthe particle.With depth the fluxisapproximately reduced
by the factore:_ where z isthe depth and h isthe extinctionpath length.The condition
formelting isgiven by the equation
273°K- T(z)- q4 rk (7)
where T(z) is the temperature of the ice; and k is the thermal conductivity. Substituting
equation (6) into this equation, and solving for r gives
4kATe_
r - Fo(1 - _) (81
where AT is the temperature increase required to raise the local ice temperature to
melting.
During the summer, the temperature of the ice surface warms to near melting
temperatures, and AT is ,_ 1°C; deeper in the ice cover the temperature remains ap-
proximately constant throughout the entire year, and AT is 10 - 20°C. At the bottom
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of the ice cover near the ice/water interface, AT is also of order I°C because the wa-
ter keeps the ice temperature near melting. McKay and Clow calculated the minimum
particle size that will cause melting of the surrounding ice under optimum conditions in
summer. In their calculations, h = 1.5 m, Fo = 600 W m -2, _ = 0.2, and k = 2.1 W
K-lm -1. Their results show that at the ice surface, a particle must have a radius of _ 2
cm to cause melting; at 2 m below the surface, the particle radius must be between 60
and 130 cm; and at the bottom of the cover near the ice/water interface, the particle
radius must be between 25 and 50 cm.
Although pebble-sized rocks may be able to melt into the upper surface of the
ice cover, only large boulders would be able to melt through the coldest part of the ice
cover, N 2 m below the surface. McKay and Clow's work shows that sand-sized particles
will not heat up the ice enough to melt through, even if the ice is within I°C of melting,
and all other variables are optimal.
Percolation Through Vertical Channels or Cracks
During the summer months at Lake Hoare, the ice surface becomes extremely
irregular, and sometimes may even melt to form local pockets of ponded water. A cross-
section of the ice cover (fig. 44) reveals that, above the sand layer (which is -_ 1 - 2
m below the surface), the ice is very porous and frothy, while below the sand layer it is
compact and dense. Clumps of sediment and water have been found coexisting in the
upper section of the ice cover. It is suggested here that sediment may work its way down
to the sand lens in water-filled air channels during the warmest months. The sand lens
would continue to collect sediment slowly until a period of climatic warming when the
ice becomes thin enough for the sediment layer to fall out of the bottom, or perhaps
the ice cover would completely melt, and all the sediment within the ice cover would be
released into the lake. There is evidence that the ice thickness undergoes fluctuations.
During the 1985/86 field season, the ice cover was thinner by 1 to 2 m than in previous
seasons.
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Near-vertical cracks in the ice cover were observed during the 1985/86 field season
at Lake Hoare. One crack in particular was investigated because it was close to a
dive hole. In this instance, sediment was found below the horizontal sand layer. The
sediment-filled crack extended laterally for a few meters and probably farther (the lack of
visibility within the ice prevented a more accurate estimation). The crack may penetrate
the entire ice cover or perhaps will by the end of the summer season, although there is
no direct evidence. The creaking and groaning of the ice cover illustrated that cracks
are continually forming during the summer months at Lake Hoare. If it could be shown
that grains worked their way down to the ice/water interface, the abundance of cracks
would provide an emcient and widespread mechanism for getting sediment through the
ice cover. This process is attractive because it does not require a major seasonal or
regional climatic change.
Remaining Questions
Although the resultsfrom thisinvestigationsuggestthatsediment inthe icecover
of Lake Hoare contributethe most to the lakebottom deposits,the limiteddistribution
of the sample localitiesleavesmany questionsunanswered. Itwould be important to
determine the compositionaland texturalvariationsof the depositsat other locations
around the icecover and bottom of the lake,and how they relateto the surrounding
geology. From thisinformation,one may be able to betterunderstand the roleof the
wind in controllingdistributionof sediment. The age of Lake Hoare is also poorly
constrained. A sediment core from within the lake that reached bedrock may reveal
cyclicsedimentation from which an age estimate could be made. This estimate would
greatlyimprove evaluationofthe sedimentationrateand would furtherindicatewhether
the icecover isa major sourcefor the lakebottom sediment. Itisnot yet understood
whether sediment isdepositedon the lakebottom in small,steady quantitiesor inlarge
batches. Widely separated samples from the entirelake bottom would alsolead to a
betterunderstanding the variationin sediment distribution,which would in turn be a
clueto the sedimentationprocesses.A more comprehensive investigationof Lake Hoare
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would clarify processes of sedimentation in perennially ice-covered lakes in general.
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SEDIMENTATION PROCESSES ON MARS
Working from the hypothesis that the layered deposits in the Valles Marineris were
deposited in ice-covered lakes that existed early in Martian history, one must consider
how sediment would enter the liquid part of the system. There are three ways that
sediment could have entered the lake: down through the ice cover, up from lake bottom
by volcanic eruptions, and in from the sides of the lakes. These mechanisms will be
considered, as well as the subject of global dust storms, which would have influenced the
amount of sediment available to be deposited in the lake through the ice cover.
Transport of Sediment Through Ice Cover
Four processesfortransportingsedimentthrough the icecoverwillbe considered:
(1) that solarenergy warmed individualparticles,allowing them to melt through the
ice;(2) that sediment worked itsway down through water-filledchannels; (3) that a
layerof sediment depositedon the ice was thickenough to form an unstable system
that foundered and dumped the load of sediment intothe lake;and (4) that a layerof
sediment depositedover the ice createda Rayleigh-Taylorinstabilityforming sediment
diapirsthat penetrateddownward through the icelayer.
Solar Warming
The process of melting individual grains through the ice by absorbing solar radi-
ation was found to be unlikely in the Antarctic lakes, and can be considered still more
unlikely for the Martian case where the solar flux is less than on Earth, and the ice
thickness greater.
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Vertical Melt-Channels in Ice
Itwas suggestedabove that particlesmigrate through the icecover in Antarctic
Lake Hoare by the processof individualgrainsworking theirway downward through
water-filledchannels createdby airbubbles that form during the summer season when
air temperaturesriseabove freezing.The grainswould migrate 1-2 m down to a sand
layer,where they may remain untila climaticwarming allowsthe ice to become thin
enough that the sand layerdrops out,or perhaps the icecover iscompletely removed
and the entireload of sand in the icecover isdumped intothe lake.
In order for thisprocessto have worked on Mars, at leasttwo conditionsmust
have been met. First,surfacetemperatures and ablation rates must have been high
enough to thin the iceto a thicknessof only a few meters. Second, liquidwater must
have been stableat the surfaceforperiodsduring the summer, in order to permit short-
livedverticalmelt channelsto form. Neitherconditionislikelyto have been met. There
isno evidencethat the Martian climate at the time of layereddepositformation was
substantiallywarmer than itisatthe present.The primary geologicevidencefora former
warmer climateon Mars comes from the valleysystems (e.g.Pieri,1980). These appear
to requireatmospheric temperatures and pressureshigh enough to allowliquidwater to
be stable,or nearlyso,at the Martian surface.However, valleysystems are found only
in ancientcrateredterrain,and date from the earliestrecordedepoch ofMartian history.
No valleysystems postdate the formation of the VallesMarineris. Outflow channels,
which formed duringroughly the same epoch as the layereddeposits,could form under
the currentclimaticconditions(Cart,1979, 1983). Any explanation of sedimentation
in the VallesMarinerismust thereforebe applicableto a climatenot grosslydissimilar
from the presentone.
McKay and others(1985)calculatedthe thicknessof iceon Martian lakesunder
the currentclimate.In theirmodel, steady-stateicethicknesswas controlledby ablation
at the upper surfaceof the icelayer,balanced by freezingat the lower surface.Release
of latentheat at the lower surfacewas shown to be an important term in the overall
energy budget ofthe ice.The model requiredslow inflowofwater to replacethatlostto
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the ice cover by freezing, a condition that is plausible given the widespread evidence for
an extensive aquifer system on Mars. It accurately predicted ice thicknesses for the Dry
Valley Lakes. Ablation rates on Mars are unknown, but for the plausible but high value
of 10 cm/yr, they found an equilibiurm ice thickness of 65 m. A fairly low ablation rate
of I cm/yr would yield an ice thickness of 650 m. Ice thicknesses of a few meters would
require ablation rates of over 2 m/yr, which would seem very dimcult to achieve. It is
unlikely, then, that the ice cover was thin enough, other than for very brief periods, for
sediment to percolate downward.
Moreover, even though surface temperatures in the Valles Marineris may briefly
exceed 273 K at midday, liquid water cannot exist in equilibrium with the atmosphere.
In order for liquid water at a given temperature to be stable, the partial pressure of
atmospheric H20 must exceed the saturation vapor pressure above the liquid at that
temperature. The present annual mean H20 vapor content of the Martian atmosphere
is only about 12 precipitable microns, yielding a frost point of about 200 K. Above
this temperature, neither liquid water nor ice is stable at the surface. Even short term
stability of liquid water at the surface would require a substantial increase in atmospheric
H20 content. Because a major perturbation to the present Martian climate would be
required both to thin the ice to a few meters and to allow transient vertical melt channels
to form, this mechanism does not appear to be a viable means of getting sediment into
former lakes in the Valles Marineris.
Foundering
Another method for sediment to penetrate the ice cover is by foundering. If
enough debris is loaded onto the ice surface, the overall density of the ice-sediment layer
will become greater than that of the liquid below, causing the ice layer to founder and
dump the sediment into the liquid water. In a steady-state condition, the thickness of
the ice cover is balanced by the removal of ice by ablation off the upper surface, and
growth of the slab at the bottom (McKay and others, 1985). When the surface is covered
with a thick layer of sediment, the ice layer will continually thicken because ice can no
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longer readily ablate off the top. One must then calculate, for a given ice thickness, how
rapidly sediment must be piled onto the ice surface in order to create a condition for
foundering.
The first step of this problem is to calculate the maximum thickness (zl) that the
ice must be to create an unstable situation, given a value for the sediment thickness (zs).
The two values used for the thickness of the sediment were ze -- 150 m and z, -- 75 m.
These values are the average thicknesses of the light/dark layer couplet and light layer
of the layered deposits in Candor Chasma. The geometry of the problem is given in
figure 51. The sediment/ice slab will be in bouyant equilibrium with the water under
the following conditions
p,z, + p°z°= + (9)
where pi = 0.92 gm/cm s, po = 2.50 gm/cm s, and Pw = 1.0 gm/cm s. Solving equation
(91 shows that a sediment layer (z°) 150 m thick will be in equilibrium with an ice slab
(z_) 2.8 km thick. A sediment layer 75 m thick is in equilibrium with a 1.4-kin-thick ice
layer.
The problem is treated by performing an analytic solution of the one dimensional
heat conduction equation. The boundary conditions are such that the upper surface of
the ice is held at a fixed temperature (To < 273 K), and the ice layer is initially at T = To
throughout. The lower surface migrates downward as freezing takes place. Latent heat
effects are included. Following Neumann's solution of this problem (Carslaw and Jaeger,
1959), it is found that:
z_ = 2)_(Kt)] (101
where
Ae_2erf_ _ c(273 - To) (11)
Lit1  2
In these expressions, t is time, K is the thermal diffusivity of ice (,_ 10 -_ cm2/sec), c is
the specific heat of ice (3 x l0 T erg/g/K), L is the latent heat of fusion (3.3 x 109 erg/g),
and A is a constant whose value is given by equation (11 I.
Equation (10) was solved for two temperatures; To = 240 K and 210 K (which is
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Figure 51: Geometry of the ice cover for the foundering calculation.
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reflected in the the value of A). When the ice slab is at 240 K, it will take 3.8 × 105 yr
for the ice cover to grow to 2.8 km thick. In order to create an unstable situation, 150 m
of sediment must also accumulate on the surface during the same period of time, which
gives a sedimentation rate of 0.39 mm/yr. When the ice slab is 210 K, it'will grow to
2.8 km thick in 2 × l0 s yr, which gives a sedimentation rate of 0.77 mm/yr.
This series of calculations was also performed for a sediment layer 75 m thick. In
this case, when the ice slab is at 240 K, it will take 9.6 × 104 yr for the ice to grow 1.4 km
thick. A sedimentation rate of 0.78 mm/yr is required to deposit a 75 m thick sediment
layer during the same period of time. When the ice temperature is 210 K, it will take
4.9 × 104 yr to grow to a thickness of 1.4 km. The corresponding sedimentation rate is
1.5 ram/yr.
If a bulk density value of 1.5 gm/cm 3 for the sediment is used instead of the
higher 2.5 gm/cm s value in equation (9), the relative ice thickness required to produce
an unstable geometry is reduced. As a result, the sedimentation rate for each of the
calculations increases by a factor of ten. Because the density of the layered deposit
material is not well constrained, these values provide upper and lower limits to the
sedimentation rates.
The rhythmic nature of the layered deposits suggests that if this mechanism were
in operation it must have been repeated a number of times. Although the sedimentation
rates derived from these calculations are geologically feasible, the major obstacle to the
foundering mechanism would have been to somehow trap a thick pile of sediment on the
ice surface.
Rayleigh-Taylor Instability
Even if foundering cannot take place, it is likely that a thick layer of sediment
overlying the ice layer would rapidly find its way through the ice. Assuming that there
was a mechanism to continually accumulate sediment on top of an ice cover, a situation
would have arisen such that relatively dense sediment was superposed on less dense ice,
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thuscreatingfavorableconditionsfordiapiricupwellingof the ice,and in turn,sinking
of sediment around the domes of ice. This gravitationalinstabilityof a heavy fluid
overlyinga lighterfluidiscalleda Rayleigh-Taylorinstability.
The assumption ismade thatthe problem can be adequatelyrepresentedby treat-
ing both the soillayerand the icelayeras incompressibleviscousfluid.For an incom-
pressibleviscousfluidinwhich pressurep and densityp vary in the verticalcoordinate
only,the equation of motion isgivenby:
D {[P- P(D'- k')I Dw- I (D#)(D2 + k')w} =n-
k' {-_(Dp)w + [p - P (D' - k')]-__w - 2 (Dp)Dw} (12)
where g is the acceleration due to gravity, t_ is dynamic viscosity, D represents d/dz,
D 2 represents d2/dz 2, and w describes the boundary conditions which vanish when the
thickness z _ -boo at the bounding surfaces, and it is assumed that the fluid is confined
between two rigid plates (Chandrasekhar, 1961). The constants n and k have values
such that the solution of (12) is of the form ezp(ikzz + ik_y + at). Motions will therefore
be periodic in z with a length scale l/k, and will grow exponentially with characteristic
time 1In.
The geometry of the problem is shown schematicallyin figure52. In order to
simplifythe problem, itwas assumed thatboth layershave a kinematic viscosityequal
to thatof the coldestpartofthe icelayer.This isa conservativeassumption,and simply
means that the problem isconsideredto be dominated by the highestviscositymaterial
present.The coldesttemperatureslieat thetop ofthe icelayer.The boundary condition
used isthat w and Dw vanishat the upper surfaceofthe sediment and the lower surface
of the ice. Modes largerthan the thicknessof the sediment layer are thereforenot
considered.
The solution of equation (12) is:
- [_(al - C_2)-{-1] (q - k) - 4k2lS'al--L- ( _ k)
4kSv 2
+ -  2)2(q - k)2- 4k 1 2 = 0 (13)
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Figure52: Geometry ofthe Rayleigh-Taylorinstabilitycalculation.
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where:
Pl
51 -
Pl + P2
P2
5 2 --
Pl + P2
(14)
q = k_/(l+ k_--_) (15)
and kinematic viscosity v = I_l/pl -- _2/P2. Letting
fl
= -- (16)
k2v
so that
q = kV_l + c) (17)
and further substituting
q = (is)
so that
c : y2 _ 1 (19)
and defining Q as
g (20)Q- ksv_.
If k and n are measured in the "units" (g/v2)l/Scm -1 and (g2/v)l/Ssec-1 respectively,
then equations (17) through (20) become:
k-- Q-i (21)
and
n - (y2 _ 1)Q-2s. (22)
Rewriting (13) with these substitutions:
y - 1 [y3 + (1 + 4a152)y 2 + (3 - 8510_2)y - (1 - 451_2)]
-- O_2 OL1
(23)
Equation (23) has only one root when the upper fluid is more dense (i.e., when
52 > 51). In this case, the root is real, y > 1, and n is real and positive (from equation
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(22)). The amplitude of the instability will therefore grow exponentially with a charac-
teristic time 1/n. The asymptotic behavior of n is such that n --, 0 both when k -4 0
and k -_ co. There exists a value of k for which n is maximized; this is the most unstable
mode. The lengthscale(l/k) ismeasured by:
L-k-l(_/2/g) _ (24)
For sediment overlying ice on Mars, the values for Pl = 0.92 gm/cm 3, p2 _ 2.5 gm/cm s,
cq = 0.27, _2 = 0.73, and g _ 370 cm/sec _. The effective viscosity of the ice is given
approximately by (Weerman, 1970):
/_: 101'ezp[26(2T7-_3- I)] (25)
where T istemperature in Kelvins. Taking T : 240 K, P : 3.9 × I015 poise-cmSgm -I
from equation (25). From equation (24),itisapparent that the most unstable mode
operateson a scalethat ismuch largerthan the sizesof the lakes.Assuming that the
largestmode that can grow isequal in sizeto the thicknessof the sediment layer.
k = h-l(v2/g)_ (26)
where h is the thickness of the sediment layer. Solving for n(k) where is k the mode
determined from equation (26), and n is calculated from equation (22), the growth time
_" is"
r --n-l(g2/z/)-_ (27)
This problem was solvedusing two differentthicknessesfor the sediment layer:
h = 1.5× 104 cm, and h --7.5 × 10s cm. These valueswere chosen because they are
the average thicknessesof a light/darkcouplet and lightlayer,respectively,in Candor
Chasma ofthe VallesMarineris. A range of temperatures from 270 to 210 K was used
to determine the viscosityofthe icefrom equation (25).
The growth time r was calculated for the various temperatures and values of h.
The results are presented in figure 53. This model predicts that an instability will develop
in tens of years when the ice temperature is near freezing and the sediment layer is 75 m
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or 150 m thick. With less favorable conditions, when the ice is at 210 K and the thickness
of the sediment layer is 75 m, the instability will grow on the order of 1.4 x 104 yrs. These
results indicate that migration of sediment through an ice cover by diapiric instabilities
may be possible in very short geologic time periods. The limiting factors are not the
thickness nor temperature of the ice, but rather the necessity to accumulate substantial
amounts of sediment on the ice surface. If a thin veneer of sediment remained on the
ice surface at any one time, the thickness of the sediment would not be great enough
to form an instability with respect to the ice. If a sediment layer thick enough to form
one of the sediment layers in the canyons formed on top of the ice, it would penetrate it
rapidly.
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Figure 53: Growth times for Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities where the thickness of the
overlying sediment is 75 m and 150 m.
Eolian Deposition onto the Ice Surface
Rayleigh-Taylor instability, and perhaps foundering, may be viable means of al-
lowing a sediment layer that had accumulated on top of an ice cover to be transported
to the bottom of a lake. However, in order to produce the thick layered deposits, such
accumulation must have taken place repeatedly. The most simple mechanism would be
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to build up a layerof sediment on the icesurfaceuntilan instabilitydevelops and the
sediment istransportedto the lakebottom. Dust inthe atmosphere isthe logicalsource
for the sediment. Global dust storms occur annually on Mars when the planet isclose
to perihelion(Carr,1981).The intensitiesofthe storms are modulated by variationsin
atmosphericpressurethat occur in response to oscillationsin Mars' orbitalelements.
The variationsinthe orbitalmotions and axialorientationon Mars are caused by
gravitationalinteractionswith the other planetsand the sun (Ward, 1973; 1974). Pre-
cessionofthe equinoxesoccurson a 5.1× 104 yr cycle,and itinfluenceswhich pole points
toward the sun at perihelion.The eccentricityof Mars' orbitmodulates the amplitude
of the hemisphericdifferencesin climatecaused by precession.The orbitaleccentricity
variationsoccur with two differentperiodicities.The cyclewith largereccentricities(be-
tween 0.14and 0.01)oscillateswith a periodof 2 × 106 yr. The superimposed cyclewith
smallereccentricities(< 0.06)oscillateswith a 9.5× 104 yr period. During period oflow
eccentricities,the hemisphericdifferencesinclimateare minimized. The obliquitycycle
(variationsin the angle between the planes of the equator and orbit)has the greatest
effecton the Martian climate.The obliquityvariesbetween 15° and 35°,and oscillates
with a period of 1.2 × 105 yr modulated by a period of 1.2 × 10s yr. At maximum
obliquity,thereismuch greaterinsolationat the poles than during low obliquity(Ward,
1974). These variationsin the degreeofpolar insolationare believedto affectthe atmo-
sphericCO2 pressure,and hence the abilityto initiatedust storms (Toon and others,
1980; Ward, 1974). The lowest atmospheric pressuresmay be below the thresholdto
initiateglobaldust storms. High atmospheric pressuresmay cause globaldust storms
that lastformany months, or perhaps years.
The formation of the polar layered deposits may have been controlled by these
fluctuations (Murray and others, 1972). The basins of the Valles Marineris may also have
received sediment in cycles. Although the eccentricity and obliquity variations of Mars
produce climatic changes in an intricate manner whose results are not fully understood, it
seems possible that their influence on the magnitude and duration of global dust storms
may be reflected in the layered chasma deposits. In the polar regions, it is generally
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believed that individual layers correspond to individual periods of deposition from the
atmosphere, separated by periods of non-deposition. Because deposition in lakes would
be modulated by transport through the ice cover, however, there would not necessarily
be a one-to-one correspondence between a period of deposition at the ice surface and an
eventual layer on the lake bottom. Recall that the polar layers are substantially thinner
than the layers in the Valles Marineris. If this mechanism is viable, it may require a
number of periods of deposition to accumulate a sediment layer thick enough to produce
an instability and overturn the ice cover.
Pollack and others (1979)estimated the presentrate of dust depositionat the
polar regionsbased on the amount of dust in the atmosphere during the 1977 storm.
They calculatedthat there was 4 × 10-s g/cm 2 of dust in the atmosphere. Ifstorms
occur every other Earth year, and the bulk densityof the sediment is 1.5 g/crns,the
annum globalredistributionratewould be 1.3× 10-s cm ofsediment. Iftherewere some
way to trap dust on the icecoversof theequatoriallakes,itwould take 5.8 × 106 yr to
accumlate a 75 m thicklayer,which isthe thinnestlayerdetectedin the layeredchasma
deposits.Ten of these layerswould takeabout 60 millionyears to accumulate. Ifthe
highestplateau,which is6 kin,representsthe totalthickness,itwould takeroughly 450
millionyears to form the layereddepositswith thissedimentation rate.
Although periodicglobalduststorms might be a logicalsourceofsediment forthe
layeredchasrna deposits,there are major problems with thismechanism. The current
Martian climateapparentlyproduces netdepositionat the poles.Ifsomehow thisprocess
were reversedin the past and therewas net depositionat the equator,sediment would
have also accumulated on the plateaussurrounding the VallesMarineris. Presently,
there isno eoliandebrisbuiltup on the surrounding uplands. There may be a way to
get around thesedifficultiesiftherewererepeated periodsofdepositionand erosionnear
the equator. Sediment builtup on the plateaussurrounding the canyons would be swept
away during the erosionalepisodes,while the debrison the lake icewould have been
"trapped" by Rayleigh-Taylorinstabilities,and thus preserved.This procedure may be
theoreticallyfeasible,but a comprehensive model of the deposition/erosionmechanism
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is still lacking.
Subaqueous Volcanism
Volcanicdebrismakes an important contributionto the sediment in rift-vMley
lakessuch as Lake Baikal,and the lakeswithin the East African Rift (Reading, 1978).
The huge volcanicconstructson the TharsisBulge,and possibleevidenceofash-flowvol-
canism inAmasonis Planitiasuggest that volcanismwithin the VallesMarinerisshould
not be ruledout,even though no obvious volcanicvents have beeen detected.
Subaqueous explosivevolcaniceruptionsarebelievedto be limitedby water depth
(Fiske,1963; Moore and Shilling,1973; Allen,1980; Sigurdsson,1982). The eruption
of magma with a finiteamount of gas isdependent on the exsolutionand expansion
of the gas as pressuredecreases(Wilson and Head, 1983). Both basalticand rhyolitic
magma dissolvemore H20 with depth, and the efficiencyofvesiculationdecreasesalso
with depth (Sigurdsson,1982). Allen (1980) calculatedthat subglacialbasalticerup-
tionsshould change from effusiveto explosiveactivity,due to magma vesiculation,at
ice depths between 100 and 200 m. Based on empiricalevidence,Sigurdsson (1982)
reported that basalticphreatomagmatic explosionsare restrictedto water depths less
than 300 m. Silicicexplosiveeruptionsmay occur in water depths of 500 m (Moore
and Schilling,1973).At shallowerwater depths,floatingpumice, ejecta,and steam that
risesconsiderablyhigherthan the water surfacemay be produced (Moore and Schilling,
1973).Because the gravityofMars islessthan halfthat ofthe Earth,the corresponding
water depthsfor the explosiveeruption are about 1300 m for silicicmagma and 250 to
500 m forbasalticmagma. This value limitsthe water depth of the putative lakeson
Mars ifthe dominant source ofsediment isfrom pyroclasticsources.
Ifvolcanismwere subaqueous ratherthan subaerial,many of the morphologic ar-
guments againstthe volcanichypothesisareweakened or eliminated.Volcanicconstructs
may have been destroyedby slumping ofmaterialoffcones as they began to form. Fiske
(1963)reported that most of the Ohanapecosh volcaniclasticflows in the easternpart
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of Mount Rainier National Park, Washington, probably were caused by largevolumes
of debristhat suddenly slumped intodeeperwater from the flanksofunderwater volca-
noes. The flowsmay have been contemporaneous with largeeruptions,or debrisfrom
small subaqueous eruptionsmay have accumulated on slopes,untillargereruptionsor
earthquake shocksdisruptedthe deposits,causingthem to be redistributedinthe deeper
water. Floatingpumice thateventuallybecomes water-loggedand sinksto the lakefloor
may alsomask volcanicvents or fissures.Eruptions in water would alsohelp to more
evenly distributethe effusivematerial.
Although there isno directevidenceforit,the process ofsubaqueous volcanism
within VallssMarineris lakes isan attractivehypothesis for a number of reasons: it
provides additionalmaterialto an ice-coveredlakesystem without needing to penetrate
or remove the ice cover;the processof sedimentation would stillbe controlledby a
low-energy liquidwater environment; the absence of unequivocalvolcanicvents can be
more easilyenvisioned,because a subaqueous environment can more efficientlydistribute
material than a subaerialone; and materialfrom volcaniceruptionsismore consistent
with the lackof depositionon the surroundinguplands.
Transport of Sediment from Canyon Walls
An obvious source of sediment for the layered chasma deposits could have been the
nearby canyon walls. The formerly shallow, narrow tectonic grabens are believed to have
been enlarged by removal of interstitial ground ice and subsequent collapse of the canyon
walls. Debris from the canyon walls would have been deposited in the interior of the
canyons. In a dry environment, the sediment would have formed alluvial fans in close
proximity to the canyon walls. With a limited source of water, canyon wall material
would have been transported farther into the interior of the canyons by a network of
streams. If there was an abundant source of water, such as the confined aquifers that
Carr (1979) proposed, lakes may have formed. Sediment could have been transported
from the canyon walls into the basins by gravity flows. It seems almost unavoidable that
much of the material removed from the canyon walls would have wound up on the deep
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parts of the canyon floors, and that it would have been deposited in horizontal layers if
significant water were present.
A closer look at this source of sediment for the layered chasma deposits reveals
a difficulty, however. The geometry and volume of the layered deposit plateaus are
inconsistent with the volume of material that could have originated from the canyon
walls. Presently, the top of the major plateaus in Hebes, Ophir, and Candor chasmata
are within hundreds of meters of the elevations of the surrounding uplands, and in
addition there commonly is a _moat" sorrounding the plateaus (fig. 54A). If one could
make the ice within a 5 km high and 5 km wide section of canyon wall material instantly
melt, the sediment would sink to the bottom and only partially fill the basin (fig. 54B,
C). In this scenario there would seem to be no way to extract enough sediment from
the canyon walls to fill up the basin to within a few hundred meters of the top. An
additional problem would be to form a moat after the water was removed, and the major
destruction of the canyon walls was over. Consequently, if the source of material for the
layered deposits was the canyon walls, there must have been a mechanism for the present
geometry of the plateaus to form as the canyons were enlarging.
If there were some way to preserve cores of canyon wail material within the
plateaus of layered deposits, a geometry similar to the present one could have been
produced. Figure 55 schematically illustrates the process that may have occurred. In
this diagram, the process is illustrated for simplicity as having taken place in a few dis-
crete steps, although in reality it probably would have been more continuous. In the
first step, a shallow tectonic depression is filled with water and a small amount of sedi-
ment. In each successive step, a volume of material composed partly of soil and partly
of water is mobilized. This material is derived from the area adjacent to the existing
depression. The solid component sinks to the lowest level present, and the process re-
peats. The resulting deposit would be mound-shaped, very near the elevation of the
surrounding uplands, and separated from the canyon walls by a "moat." The move-
ment of groundwater presumably was the cause for collapse of the canyon wall. Perhaps
when the central mound of canyon wall material became isolated from the surrounding
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Figure 54: A. Cross-section of the present relationship between the canyon wall and the
plateau of layered deposits. B. Material that was the precursor of the canyons consisted
of sediment and ice. C. Ice within the dashed area of (B) melted, the sediment sunk to
the bottom of the canyon, and the water removed. The process from (B) to (C) does
not produce (A).
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Figure 55: Formation of the layered deposits: t,: a depression is made by melting the
sediment/ice mixture; the sediment sank to the bottom, and the water rises to the top;
t2: more material is melted to a greater depth; ts: the sediment from the previous melt
is deposited in a larger lake, and the process is again repeated; t4: in the final step most
of the material was removed to form the "moat"; ts: the entire process done smoothly
instead of step-wise results in a geometry similar to Figure 54A.
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uplands afterformation of the initialdepression,the groundwater system ceased to be
replenishedinthat area.Ifisolationofthe plateaufrom the canyon wallcould somehow
have prevented furthercollapseof the plateau,the core of canyon wall materialcould
have remained essentiallyintact,while thesurroundingmaterialcontinuedto collapsein
the presenceofgroundwater movement. Itseems that,without a mechanism forpreserv-
ing some of the initialvolume while forming the canyons, additionalsourcesofmaterial
would have been required.Although thereare problems with forming the layeredchasma
deposits entirelyby materialfrom the canyon walls,itseems almost unavoidable that
sediment derivedfrom the canyon wallshas been incorporatedintothe layereddeposits.
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DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
Formation of the Layered Deposits in the Valles Marinerls
Four possible origins have been examined for formation of the layered deposits: eo-
lian deposition, erosional isolation of plateaus of canyon wall material, subaerial explosive
volcanism within the canyons, and deposition of sediment in standing bodies of water.
The first three processes appear inconsistent with geologic evidence in the Viking orbiter
images. If the layered deposits were formed by simple deposition of wind-transported
sediment, one would expect to see evidence of layered deposits on the surrounding high-
lands. The uplands are free of any similar deposits. The great differences in weathering
styles between the layered deposits and the canyon walls rules out the possibility that
the layered deposits are remnants of the canyon walls. In addition, there are locations
within the canyons where layered deposits are in contact with the canyon wall, and there
is a well-defined difference between their morphologies. A volcanic origin for the layered
deposits is not as easily eliminated. Ash fall is argued against by the same reasoning as
the eolian hypothesis, and it would be difficult to produce such rhythmic layering with an
ash-flow origin. A recurring problem with all forms of volcanism is the lack of evidence
for any vents or calderas. The process of subaqueous volcanism has the flexibility that
water would play an important role in redistribution of sediment so that the absence of
preserved vents would not be as critical an issue.
The lacustrine hypothesis appears to be the most viable mechanism for forming
the layered chasma deposits. It has been suggested that water played an important role
in Mars' history by other workers. Squyres and others (1986) have found evidence of
substantial subsurface flow in an area northeast of Hellas basin. Confined aquifers have
been suggested to be the source of water for outflow channels (Carr, 1979). Groundwater
probably would have been the source for ancient lakes in the Valles Marineris. As the
initial tectonic depressions were enlarged by canyon wall collapse, water derived from
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the surrounding area could have filled up the forming basins. A possible source for water
may have been seepage from deep aquifers along major faults. Since Mars apparently
does not have a hydrologic cycle like Earth's, there would have been no process to
replenish the supply of water in the aquifers once it was released onto the surface,
and subsequently lost to the atmosphere. In areas such as Hebes Chamsa where the
basin is completely enclosed, the lakes would have gradually diminished by sublimation.
In other chasmata, such as Ophir and Candor, there is evidence that lakes may have
drained rapidly. The lake in Ophir Chasma may have breached the dam separating it
from Candor Chasma, causing a catastrophic flood to flow eastward through the canyon
system. If the layered deposits once filled the canyons, considerable erosion may have
occurred to form the present-day remnants. Alternatively, if the present geometry of the
plateaus reflects the orginal size of the lakes, comparatively minor changes in the Valles
Marineris occurred after the lakes were removed. Landsliding of the canyon walls, eolian
erosion, small movements on ancient faults, and perhaps localized volcanic eruptions did
not significantly alter the geometry of the canyons and the layered deposits. It seems
that the particular set of circumstances that formed the layered chasma deposits and
the Valles Marineris are unique to that particular location and time period on Mars.
There are only three ways in which material could enter lakes in the canyons:
down through the ice cover, in from the canyon walls, or up from the lake floor. Each
mechanism has a large degree of uncertainty, and none can be unequivocally considered
the best hypothesis for formation of the layered deposits.
Although the mechanisms to transport dust through the ice by foundering or
Rayleigh-Taylorinstabilitiesseem physicallyfeasible,itisdoubtful whether the geologic
circumstancesto support theseprocesseswould have occurred.Itwould be most unlikely
that 75 m to 150 m of dust from the atmosphere would settleon the ice surfaceonly,
and not on the surrounding plateau,but there isno trace of once thick eoliandeposits
on the highlandssurrounding the VallesMarineris. Ifthere was continuous deposition
ofdust from the atmosphere on the lakeicecausing successiveinstabilities,an enormous
amount ofdebrismust have been removed from the surrounding uplands. Alternatively,
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periodic deposition over the entire region, followed by erosion would clear the plateaus
of debris, but would necessitate an efficient means of "trapping _ dust on the ice surface
that would lead to an instability. If this process could have happened for one foundering
or Rayleigh-Taylor instability event, it must have repeated in the same manner over and
over again, in order to build up the successive layers that are now recorded in the layered
deposits.
Depositing sediment from the canyon walls presents some geometric complica-
tions. Once water was removed from the collapsing canyon wall material, the volume of
the remaining sediment would only partially fill the depressions that were forming. Yet,
presently the plateaus of layered deposits rise to within a few hundred meters of the top
of the canyon walls. The lack of canyon wall-derived sediment would be compensated
for if the plateaus of layered deposits had cores of undisturbed canyon wall material, or
if volcanic material derived from beneath the base of the canyons were added. Both of
these solutions are speculative.
The source of debris could be entirely volcanic. Because there are no obvious
volcanic vents within the canyon system, there is no direct evidence to support this hy-
pothesis. Because subaqueous volcanism can produce a variety of sedimentary features,
it is possible that vents could have been obscured. Nevertheless, the absence of any
compelling volcanic evidence makes this hypothesis also speculative.
Discussions of sedimentation processes in ice-covered lakes on Mars are by nature
compartmentalized into distinct mechanisms and do not truly reflect the manner in which
geologic processes happen. In reality, the formation of the layered chasma deposits may
have involved aspects of all of these hypotheses, which in turn created interactions that
we are unaware of at this time, and with these data.
Analogy to the Antarctic Dry Valley Lakes
Investigation of Antarctic lakes provided an opportunity to closely examine sed-
imentation processes in ice-covered lakes on Earth. At the outset of this study, it was
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hoped that an understanding of a terrestrial system would point to processes that may
have occurred on Mars. Although specific questions were answered, the results have only
a limited application to sedimentation processes in possible Martian lakes.
The Antarctic Dry Valley lakes differ from lakes that may have existed on Mars in
a number of ways. Most notably, the Dry Valley lakes are smaller and shallower than the
canyons of the Valles Marineris by a factor of a few hundred, they have been in existence
for a fraction of the time that any Martian lakes might have existed, the basins they
occupy were formed by glaciers rather than enlargement by collapse of the surrounding
terrain, and the thicknesses of their ice covers probably are some 10 to 100 times thinner
than ice covers on Mars would have been.
Comparison of sediment from various subenvironments in and around Lake Hoare
indicated that the sediment at the lake bottom came from the ice cover. Although details
how grains are transported through the ice are not yet fully understood, from theoretical
studies clone in this investigation, it seems that the ways in which sediment may migrate
through the ice cover in Martian lakes are quite different from the mechanisms that may
occur in ice-covered lakes on Earth.
Recommendations for Future Work
Future work on the layereddepositsin the VallesMarineris can be divided into
two typesof data retrieval:remote sensingand directsampling. An enormous amount
of investigationcould be done in both areas.
In the area of remote sensing, many questions could be answered by use of higher
resolution images and more precise topographic data. A more detailed stratigraphy, as
well as knowledge of the orientation of individual layers, could answer many questions
about their formation. Was there any contemporaneous tectonic activity while the layers
were being deposited? Is there evidence of folding or faulting? Do layers pinch out or
vary in thickness from the centers of the plateaus to the margins? Is there a consistent
orientation to the layers that would indicate a canyon-wide depositional pattern? What
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are the thicknesses of individual layers in the canyons where the present resolution is too
low to allow measurement? Answers to questions such as these would greatly enhance
not only the general description of the layered deposits, but would also more tightly
constrain the mechanisms of their origin.
The next planned mission to Mars by a U.S. spacecraft will be the Mars Observer.
This spacecraft has the potential to send back to Earth vital information on the geology
and geochemistry of the layered deposits in the VaUes Marineris that will greatly enhance
our understanding of their origin. Four instuments that are scheduled to be aboard the
spacecraft have particular applications to this study. They are: the imaging camera, the
visual and infrared mapping spectrometer, the gamma-ray spectrometer, and the radar
altimeter.
The camera will have an imaging resolution of approximately 1 m/pixel, which
is 20 times greater than the highest resolution images used in this study. Possible tar-
gets for this greatly enhanced imaging would be the layered deposits in Candor chasma,
specifically, the areas where detailed studies of the layers were performed in this investi-
gation. The information we have recovered from the Viking images have shown the layer
thicknesses to be on the scale of 100 m, but with the present data there is no way to tell
if there is layering on a finer scale. If finer layering does exist, its physical characteristics
might reveal the processes of formation. One would look for the lateral extent of the
layers, whether they are uniform in thickness, thin and thicken, or are wedge-shaped.
Do successive layers have similar thicknesses? Are there variations in texture or slope
within each layer? Comparison of two or more plateaus of layered deposits would clarify
whether there is a canyon-wide depositional pattern. These characteristics were consid-
ered while studying the layered deposits from Viking images, but the resolution was not
sufficient to accurately answer these questions.
The visualand infraredmapping spectrometer willretrieveinformation on the
mineralogy of the surface,with high spatialand spectralresolution.Because the ex-
posures of layereddepositsare hundreds ofkilometersin extent,thisinstrument would
allowcomparison ofthe mineralogy ofthe layereddeposits,not onlyfrom one plateauto
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the next, but also within one plateau. Comparison of the mineralogy of the layered de-
posits with that of the canyon walls, floors, and surrounding uplands may reveal that one
of these subenvironments was a predominant source of material for the layered deposits.
Determining the type of clay minerals, the presence or absence of carbonates, sulfates,
etc., may clarify the diagenetic history of the layered deposits, and provide evidence as
to whether water played an important role in their formation.
The gamma-ray spectrometer will map the elemental composition of the surface
of Mars to a depth of tens of centimeters, and will have a spatial resolution of about
300 km. This instrument would provide an effective way of comparing the surface com-
position from various sub-environments throughout Mars. In this way, possible source
areas for the layered deposits could be directly tested. For instance, the elemental com-
position of the layered deposits could be compared with various volcanic provinces, such
as the Tharsis region or the possible pyroclastic material in Amazonis Planitia, and
with the dust that is trapped in the polar layered deposits. Each hypothesis could be
systematically considered, thereby further constraining the origin of the layered deposits.
The radar altimeter will give surface elevations to an accuracy on the order of
10 m. The regional slope of the canyon floors could be detected using this instrument.
The results may be used to investigate the hypothesis that water once flowed from the
central canyons to the east. Data from the altimeter would also be useful to map the
surface elevations of the plateaus of layered deposits in greater detail. This information,
together with the high-resolution images would clarify whether the layered deposits are
fiat-lying or tilted.
Direct sampling of the layered chasma deposits would immediately answer many
of the questions that will be addressed by the Mars Observer. The composition of the
deposits would be verified, as well as their relationship to other materials that were
sampled. It would be important to test for any evidence of pre-biotic chemistry in the
sediment, as well as for primitive life forms such as those that thrive in the Antarctic
lakes. Sedimentological data could be gathered on a smaller scale. One would look
for even finer layering. If the sediment is consolidated, what is binding it together?
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Grain size analyses performed in a manner similar to that for the sediment from Lake
Hoare would increase our knowledge of the transport mechanisms. Sediment cores that
were taken at the base of the moats would reveal if layered deposits continue to a greater
depth than presently is detected. Seismic studies would also help to constrain the overall
geometry of the layered deposits.
There seems to be an endless supply of questions at this time about the layered
deposits. As geologic investigations go, our understanding of the formation of the layered
chasma deposits is in its infancy. Because the Valles Marineris may be a unique location
in the solar system (other than Earth) where standing bodies of water may have existed
for large time periods, these deposits warrant much more comprehensive data coverage
and continued.... mvestlgatlon. They o,,_,_,,_L^"I_be considered an ;........ v ......+o_+ ..^oo;_.1_........ target
site for a future Mars Sample Return mission.
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